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Forging New Relationships: the CETA/School Nexus

This report is the first of a series of Interim Reports to be
prepared by the Youthwork National Policy Study on various aspects
of implementation by local sponsors of the Exemplary In-School
Demonstration Project. This project has been funded by the Department
of Labor through an intermediary non-profit corporation, Youthwork, Inc.

The report pays particular attention to the miter of relations
between CETA and various educational organizations, most particularly
Local Educational Agencies (LEAs) and postsecondary institutions. Both
the form and content of these relations are thought to be particularly
important in enabling the goals of the Youth Employment and Demonstration
Project Act (YEDPA) to be achieved. Of most immediate concern is isolating
and analyzing those mechanisms of cooperation and communication which will .

enable both CETA and the schools to overcome the barriers between school
and work by more closely linking education, employment, and training
institutions.

The focus for this assessment of CETA/school relations is within the
Jour programmatic areas established by the Youthwork project. These four
areas are private sector involvement, youth initiated activities, academic
credit for work experience, and career information.

Additional copies of this report may be obtained by writing in care
of the above address.

.June 1979
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PREFACE

The Youth Employment and Demonstrations Projects Act (YEDPA) became

law on August 5, 1977. It amended the 1973 Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act (CETA) so as to provide the initiative for an expanded

effbrt to address the problems of youth unemployment. YEDPA added

several new programs to improve employment and ttaining opportunities

for°young people in their late teens and early twenties, particularly

those from low-income families. It has sought to emphasize experimentation

and innovation on the part of the CETA local government sponsor system,

more than has been the case with programs developed for 'unemployed adults.
.

The Act is particularlyoncerned with overcoming the barriers

between school and work by more closely linking education, employment, and

training institutions. It seeks to forge new relationships. One of the

four programs authorized by YEDPA was that of the Youth Employment and

Training Program (YETP). This program was designed to provide a full
1

range of work experiences and skills necessary for future employment,

especially for those low-income youth, 16 to 21 years of age who are in

school or out of school and unemployed or underemployed. Certain YETP

provisions also allow designated forms of participation by youth-14 and

15 years old, as well as by youth who are not economically disadvantaged.

Under the YETP provisions, 22 percent of the fiscal resources are to

6
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be reserved for serving in-school youth under the terms of an agreement

between the local educational agencies and the CETA prime sOOnsors. The

aim-of these agreements is to coordinate education and employment efforts

by the various agencies involved so as to better prepare youth for the

world of work.

What provides a sense of urgency to this effort is that there is a

desperate need both to improve the education of low-income minority

youth and to find the means by which to create more employment for them.

The evidence on this pointois both conclusive and sobering: the

situation for poor minority youth, as compared with white middle-claps

youth, has steadily deteriorated aver the past 15 years. Whether

one measures employment rates or labor force participation rates, the

disparities have own and.continue to do GO. This is in spite of all

the education, e loyment, and training programs initiated since the mid-

1960s and n to the present.
-

The spendin evel for yEDPA for fiscal year 1979 is estimated to

be approximately $1.2 billion. The first priority for these funds is to

generate employment opportunities for youth. As -such, they have become

an integral component of efforts by the administration to reduce the

present levels of unemployment. Nevertheless, and in recognition that

present approaches to reduce youth unemployment are imperfect, both in

design and implementation, the Act authorizes the Secretary of Labor to

allocate up to one-fifth of YEDPA funds on demonstration projects to

support knowledge development. The mandate from the Congress was clear:

Sec. 321. It is the purpose of this part to establish a variety
of employment, training, and demonstration programs to explore
methods of dealing with the structural unemployment problems
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of the nation's,youth. The basic purpose of the demonstration
programs shall be to test the relative efficacy of the different
ways of dealing with these problems in different local contexts.

Sec. 348. ...to tarry out innovative and experimental programs,
to test new approaches for dealing with the unemployment problems
of youth,and to enable eligible participants to prepare for,
enhance their prospects for, or secure employment in occupations
through which they may reasonably be expected to advance to
produciive working lives: Such program shall include, where
appropriate, cooperative arrangements with educational agencies
to provide special programs and services....

The monies that were to be distri,buted according to formula among

the local sponsors of programs for in-school youth would alleviate some

unemployment and "buy time." Yet there was little confidence that, in

the end, these projects would either address the long-term needs of the

youth or provide new insights into how programs might be more effectively

organized and implemented GO as to have a greater impact. New ideas, new

approaches, and new actors would have to be on the scene if innovative and

path-breaking approaches were to be found. And while it was not explicit

in the legislation, it can be surmised that it was the hope of the

authors that if successful projects could be located where jobs were

created and the youth were prepared to assume them, then perhaps cities

and states would be encouraged to redirect portions of the 80 percent

formula funds towards projects of this kind. Thus the discretionary Mnds

projects could achieve a ripple effect throughout the entire infra-

structure of youth employment.and training programs.

To learn more about one aspect of the complex set of relations

between education and preSent/future employment opportunities, the

Department of Labor set aolOe from the discretionary funds approximately

$15 million for "Exemtplary In-School Demonstration Projects." These

grants were to explore the dynamics of in-school projects and their



effectiveness. They also would be awarded to promote cooperation between

the education and employment and training systems.

To assist the Department of Labor and its regional offices in

1

undertaking this effort, Youthwork, Inc., an intermediary non-profit

corporation, was established 4n January, 1978. It was created with

financial And administrative support from the Field Foundation, the

9

Public Welfare Foundation, the Southern Education Foundation, the Taconic

Foundation, and the Eleanor Roosevelt Institute. Youthwork's responsi-

bilities were to include: developing guidelines for the competition to

select the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects, reviewing

submitted proposals, making recommendations for funding, providing

guidance and technical aosistance for those projects selected in the

competition, developing and implementing a knowledge development plan GO

as to increase understanding of different approaches and their effective-

neos, and forwarding reports and recommendations to the Department of

Labor.

As a result of a five-tier evaluation process designed to select from

among the more than 520 submitted proposals, Youthwork made ito

recommendations to the Department of*Labor.. Forty-eight projects were

chosen. The first cont4acts were signed aod projecto began operation in

September, 1978. Forty-rseven of the original 48 projects are now (June,

1979) operational.

To asseso these projects and their efficacy, in achieving the twin

goals of program effectiveneso and inter-institutional collaboration,

Youthwork undertook a number of knowledge development efforts. These

were to include the use' of analytic ethnographic material collected by

9
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a trained obserlier placed at each project, third-party evaluators, MIS

systems, and self-study reports.from the individual projects.

For the first of these efforts, that of developing a cross-site

comparative framework employing qualitative data collection strategies,

.Youthwork, Inc., selected -117i September 1978 a group of researchers at the

College of Human Ecology, Cornell University. The Cornell project,

entitled "Youthwork National Policy Study," has undertaken a longitudinal

case study research program. Trained observers at each of the project

siteshave been gathering data in specified areas designated and developesi

by mutual agreement of the Department of Labor, Youthwork, and the Cornell

University research team.

Forging New Relationships: The CETA/Sch ols Nexus is the first of

the interim reports to be presented by the Youthwork National Policy

Study. The report proviaes a systematic and,detailed assessment of the

ability of CETA prime sponsors and local educational agencies to come

together to develop innovative educationand training programs for low-

income, youth, a key goal of the legislation. The data presented

here are based on observatiOns and in erviews conducted at 401 of the 47

operational sites. Programs underway n 28 states are inclu ed in this

report. A second interim report, to be prepared in August 1979 will

explore the dynamics of in-school programs and their impact, both upon
(

.the organizations who conceived and implemented them, an )( upon the

participants who experienced them.

The report is divided info six chapters: the Introduction, four

substantive chapters, one each on the four program areas where projects

were selected and funded, and the Conclusions. Key areas of investigation

10 I
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in each of the programmatic areas include the form ).1c1 content of

CETA/schools communidation and collaboration, the impact of the YETP

22 percent incentive on inter-institutional cooperation, and the question

of whether there now exists a duplication of programs aimed at the same

target poqulations.

Appreciation must be expressed both to the on-site observers who

have consistently performed with a level of excellence and to the local

project personnel who have been generous with their time and candid in

their responses. As a means to protect those who have been part of this

sizeablip knowledge development projeCt, anonymity was promised from the

beginning. Those who have participated will know who they are; perhaps

they wial recognize.themselves amidst the descriptive and interview

material. They all have our thanks.

A number of persons have reviewed earlier drafts of this report and

generously shared their comments and suggestions. Staff from the office

;
ofiYouth Programs in the U.S. Department of Labor, members of the staff

of the U.S. Senate Committee an Human Resources, staff from the Select

Subcommittee on Education, U.S. House of Representatives, and colleagues

from here at Cornell'have all contributed their insights. Of particular

import has been the effort, of Dr. Michael Langodorf from Youthwork, Inc.

I am indebted for their assistance and cooperation.

Ray C. Riot
Principal Investigator
June, 1979
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ACRONYMS and ABBREVIATIONS,.

CEO Comnunity Based Organization*

CETA Comprehensive Employment and Training Act

DOL. Department of Labor

IETA Employment and Training ,Administration

LEA Local Educatio6 Agency

OJT on-the-job training

OYP Office of Youth Programs

PNP public non-profit

PrNi private non-profit

RFP Request for Proposal

SEP Stude7t Employment Program

SPEDY Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth

YCCIP Youth Community Conservation and Improvement ojecto

YEDPA Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act

YES , Youth Employment Service
Air

liYETP Youth Employment and Training Program
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Youthwork, Inc. is an intermediary corporation created in January,

1978 by a consortium of five private foundations. It was established '

An order to assist the Office of Youth Programs, U.S. Department of

Labor, and implement the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects.

Act of 1977. An intermediary corporation is a private, non-profit

organization which assists government agencies to program public funds.
4

Youthwork is thus an intermediary between the private and public

sectors.

At present Youthwork administers-more than -$15 million of Department

of Labor funds to.48 projects testing various mixes of schooling,

counseling, job tratning, and part-tMe employment. These demonstrations

are aimed'at understanding the forms of CETA/school cooperation and41

collaboration in the provision of serviced to youth. The particular

,

projects selected for funding through a competitive process are those

which give evidence of being particularly'informative on the matter of

13
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how to foster closer cooperation between:educational systems of varibus

types (high schools, alternative schools, community colleges, univer-

sities), local employers, and job training institutions, including

especiallyithe CETA prime sponsors.

This report is an interim report on.the form and content of CETA/

school reiations which emerged during the first nine monthsif the

Youthwork program, September 1978 to May 1979. ,It is the first of a

number of such reports to be prepared by the YoutWork National Policy

Study, located at Cornell University. The report addresses the
7

circumstances and incentives which either facilitate or hinder ate

ability of CETA prime sponsors and local educational agencles to come

together to develop innovative education and training programi for low-

income youth.

The report finds that the pperational requirements of inter-

:or-
o

institutional cooperation and collaboration, together with the need

for continual attention to CETA regulations and the requirements of
. #

imperwork, crAted a set of difficult programmatic challenges. The.lack

of synchronization, for example, between the program and the school

system created a set of obstacles that often forAd program postponements

and generated strains between the collaborators. As but another example,

the inability to provide a clear set of policy guidelines on(how the

funds generated from the youth initiated projects could be spent also

generated program postponements and reductions in the number of youih who

cquld participate. The examples could continue, but the point is made:

collabotatiin to implement a program needs time io overcome the procedural

incompatibilities between prime sponsors and local educational agencies.

The obstacles hinder cooperation; they do not prohibit it.

t 14
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While it is still too early to draw firm conclusions and posit final

recommendations about the potential for forging CETA/school relations to

service in-school, low-income youth, there are clear patterns emerging

which bear close observation and study. Given time for programs to

stabilize and the relationships to weather various strains and tensions,

the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects should provide definitive

insights in answering the question of "what works when and why?"

CETA/LEA Communication/Collaboration

A key policy question regarding in-school programs to address youth

unemployment is how to produce programs which meld the resources and

expertise of CETA and the educational systems. The potential impact of

combined resources, provided at a lower cost, could thus reach larger

numbers of target population youth with both education and employment

training and experience. What then facilitates or impedes CETA/school.

0

communication and collaboration on programs designed to reach low-income,

in-school youth?

Patterns of communication and collaboration. CETA/school relations

tended in the first months of program implementation to be limited to

operational and administrative matters: interpretation of regulations,

establishing eligibility of participants, workingonbudget modification,

and the timing and intent of reports. This form of communication is best

characterized as efforts t problem solving. While the strains of

such communication were apparent for those systems.in the midst of such

matters, there is considerable evidence that the outcome has been a

valuable ohe for both organizations--the staffRthave had experience at

working together and have shared responsibilities in the completion of

15
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joint tasks. Successful negotiation of this level of collaboration

appears to have resulted in more intense collaboration in other areas,

e.g., discusSions on further coordination of programs, joint efforts at

the recruitment of youth for programs, and the crossover of staff from

one program to serve as advisors to another.

Youthwork should both encourage present,forms of collaboration as

well as establish incentives for the further institutionalization

of inter-organization cooperation.

Regulations and reporting. In the early months of the majority of

projects, many staff, especially those from educational systems, were

unfamiliar with CETA regulations.and reporting requirements. At 'site

after site, project staff commented that they found CETA regulations

to be ambiguous and confusing. The lack of clarity in this area was one

which prOvided considerable tension between the two systems. The

educational system staff thought CETA to be pedantic, overly bureaucratic,

and more concerned with forms than with youth. The CETA personnel, on

the other hand, considered school staffs to be'unconcerned with orderly

repOrting, unwilling to press to meet deadlines and contractual

obligations with regard to reports, and contemptuous of the regulations

designed to prevent financial mismanagement.

Prime sponsors should be encouraged to assume a role as facilitator

in interpreting DOL regulations and guidelines to _program operators.

This is especiarly critical at those sites where operators are new

to the CE Y1 system and where research and development staffs do

not exist.

16



Youthwork should insure that in any further programmatic initiatives,

project operators.are thoroughly familiar with eligibility guide-

lines, reporting mechanisms, and other CETA regulations BEFORE

the project is allowed to begin.

Youthwork should also take tbe initiative to reduce the amount of

paperwork required of individual projects by consolidating and

coordinating CETA and Youthwork forms. It should also take

responsibility for informing local projects of any .changes in

forms, reporting requirements, Or regulations before such changes

are to 'be implemented.

Definition of exemplary status. Confusion abounded throughout the

40 sites where data has been gathered forthi,s study as to what

"exemplary status" or "demonstration ptoject" entailed, either in the

way of additional responsibilities or the waiver ofsame. Staff at

various sites appreciated being told that they were a demonstration

project, but no evidence of what that meant was forthcoming. In the

absence of a clear and concise statement of what these titles would mean,

many program operators have simply taken the Youthwork funds as but one

more source of funding to support the programs in which they had a

personal commitment.

There is no evidence available that any of the program operators

have arrived at an agreement with either the educational or CETA systems

that, if the project produced the employment or educational benefits

expected from it and at a cost that compared favorably with that of other

programs having similar objectives, the schools or CETA would agree in

17
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advance to continue the project with funds from their regular budget or

from funds provided by formula from federal programs. The lack of any

contrary evidence suggests that the notion that Youthwork's projects are

sufficiently exemplary to warrant their continuation and expansion by

their local sponsors is misplaced and erroneous. Criteria by which such

judgements could be made, by whom, and when are all absent at present.

Youthwork and DOL should clarify for local program operators,

before program implementation, what are the rights and responsi-
.

bilities commensurate with being labeled a "demonstration project."

In addition to-the factors influencing collaboration and communication

enumerated above, there are others discussed in detail in the report.

These include the presence or absence of a liaison person to shuttle

between the local project and the representatives of both the CETA and

educational systems. A person in this role appears to have had

considerable impact at nine sites in terms of providing an established

communication channel, steering paperwork to the correct person or

committee, and serving as a buffer between continual bureaucratic

demands and the day-to-day functioning of the program.

A second such factor was the presence or absence of advisory

boards and\souncils to both provide the program with input from community

and organizational representatives as well as to provide a forum,where

the program operators could explain their objectives and goals to a

cross section of communitY members.. The commonly shared understanding of

the project and its goals by the various parags involved is yet a

third factor irfluencing CETA/school communication and collaboration.

When the different parties have different expectations and assumptions

. 18



about what is to be accomplished, one.or the other group is bound to

be disappointed. This has lead at a number of sites to increased

resistance and an unwillingness to further cooperate. Recommendations

and further analysis of these three factors are to be found in the text
1

of the report.

The 22 Percent.Incentive

The 22 percent incentive for in-school youth is designed to stimulate

continuing collaboration between the CETA and educational systems.

Reactions to this federally mandated effort to Increase collaboration

betWeen CETA prime sponsors and school systems were mixed. Many repre-

sentatives of prime sponsors favored the 22 percent incentive and saw

it as a positive step toward collaboration. But staff members of at

least two prime spOnsors were strongly against the taOtic. In both

cases their resentment was because the tactic was perceived to be

arbitrary.

From the perspective of those in the educational system, the 22

percent incentive was generally welcomed because they were not forced to

cooperate--the 22 percent provides incentives for cooperation rather than

demands for it. However, not all education and project staff favored

CETA monies. CE'TA monies were'viewed as short-term and unpredictable.

Some administrators were also wary of association with CETA fearing the

taint of scandal and corruption. The need by schools for funds to

carry out.their programs generated ambivalence about the 22 percent

monies, but once a program had begun, the pressure to maintain it

resulted in a continuation of the relationship.

19
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The actual impact of the 22 percent incentive varied. Prior to the

establishment of the incentive, collaboration was limited. It was better

characterized as CETA rendering serviceg to school-age youth than real

collaboration. At 11 project sites, the 22 percent incentive was not

seen to have stimulated collaboration. But at 19 other locations, staff

said that collaboration was promoted. Frequently, more than the 22

percent minimum was allocated for in-school programs. This is consistent

with a national estimate that about twice that required amount of YET?

funds are being allocated for in-school programs.

The incentive monies were used to create new services for youth, to

assist schools in improving enistit services and to provide services for

in-school youth throUgh non-financial agreements. From the perspectives

of many CETA and project staff, the experience of working together

helped inform each about the other's structure and procedures. Project

staffs have adapted to CETA requirements. However, there is little

evidence thatcarry-over from the 22 percent incentive has aided in

establishing CETA/school links with the Youthwork projects per se.

The 22 percent incentive should be retained as a means for

facilitating cooperation between CETA and the educational system,

but it should be reevaluated to better meet Department of Labor

objectives, _particularly those related to targeting provisions

and incentives for program sponsors.

Duplication

The Youthwork, Inc. exemplary projects were carefully chosen to

provide services not otherwise available to the target population.

Interviews with local CETA prime sponsor staffs, project staffs, and

2u
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school system personnel verified the effectiveness of the selection

process. One important feature of the exemplary projects is the effort

to integrate a range of services together in one program for a specifit

target group. Low staff-participant ratios, a common feature in the

exemplary projects, provided an opportunity for youth to have closer and

more personal relationships with project staff members. Other unique

features included work experience in the private sector and academic

credit for work experience.

There is evidence, however, that.exemplary projects have created

comptetition for available job openings for youth and also for project

participants in six smaller communities. Documented consequences of this

have been the inhibition of cooperation among participating agencies and

poor public relations as a result of local employers being beseiged with

requests for job placements.

The potential avaiiability of both Job openinas and participants

must be an important consideration in future funding initiatives.

The De a tment of Labor should require prior to fundin Oat

potential program operators provide clear documentation that

duplication of pTogram and target population does not exist.

1

Youthwork projects should be encouraged to coordinate their

efforts with other existing projects in the local area to

help eliminate competition for students and job placement sites.

In summary, the Exemplary In-School Demonstration,Projects have

beem implemented and give evidence of accomplishing many of the goals

for which they were established. This has not been without considerable

21
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inter-organization strain and tension, particularly in those instances

where cooperation between CETA and a project operator was occuring for

the first time. Nevertheless, programs Have been implemented which are

providing through in-school programs increased educational and employment

training opportunities for low-income youth. The emphasis upon forging

new relationships between CETA and the schools appears to have been well

placed. The evidence suggests thdt the relatioffs are growing stronger

and that with a period of program stability, improved coordination and

a willingness to consider innovative approaches will prosper.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects

The Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects are being conducted

under Title IV, Part A of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects

Act (YEDPA) of 1977. The projects are a set of local programs which

represent an effort by the U.S. Department of Labor to exp1ore improved

means of providing employment and training opportuni4les for young

people, particularly those from low-income, minority fhmilies. Each

lotal program haG come into being as the result of an hgreement between

local educational agencies and CETA prime sPonsors to coordinate efforts

so as to better prepare youth for the world of work.

To assist the Department of Labor and its. regional'offices in

initiating these projects, Youthwork, Inc. was established in January,

1978. It is one of four private, non-profit, "intermediary" corporations

supported biricilTeArtment-of Labor from discretionary funds made

23



available through the YEDPA legislation. Youthwork's special mandate

from the Department of Labor has been to focus on the employment

problems of in-school youth, on the capacities of educational and CETA

systems to address these problems, and on the critical issues emerging

from the evolving relationship between CETA and the schools.

The means by which Youthwork has sought to respond to this mandate

haq been through its involvement with the 48 Exemplary In-School

Demonstration Projects. Each project, competitively selected, was to be

an exemplary effort in one of four areas: (1) expanded private sector

involvement, (2) job creation through youth operated projects, (3) cademic

credit for work experience, or (4) career information, guidance, and job

seeking skills. The special focus of the projects is to be on the

relation between in-school (or those who can be persuaded to return to

school) youth and employment/training opportunities. The underlying

rationale is one of bridging the traditional schism in United States

society between school and work by developing a number of mechanisms

which allow these two experiences to overlap. Rather than youth

experiencing their education and work as dichotomous and unrelated, the

aim is to explore innovative means by which to make them coterminous

and iinterrelated.

individual local programs selected for this demonstration

projec were slated to operate from between nine to eighteen months, i.e.,

betwcei September, 1978 and March, 1980. Programs could include summk

-NIP

activities in 1979 if those activities were shown to be a logical

extension of the school year program. They were funded from $15 million

set adide by the Department 'of Labor for discretionary projects under

the authority of the YETP legislation. The projected size of the youth
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populations to be served in the programs varied from a low of 35 to a

high of 10,000. Sites were located across the nation in, 28 states and

in locations that ranged from the most rural to the largest cities.

Individual grants ranged from approximately $175,000 to $400,000 with

the average being near $300,000.

The period to be covered by this report--September, 1978 to May,

1979--provides a sufficient time frame within which to examine the

evolving relationship between the educational and CETA systems. Of

particular import is the ability to observe and document the relations

which,developed when projects began at different times during the

academic year,othe period within which almost all the projects had to°"-

operate. It may be premature here to discuss findings, but suffice it

to say that the strains and tensions between the two systems were

considerably less when programs began in tandem with the school year as

opposed to those instances when they sought to begin six or ten weeks

into a semester. For cooperative relations to-exist between institutions,

each needs to be aware of the bureaucratic constraints within which the

Other must function.

This report will not discuss program impacts upon participant?.

Other and separate reports issued by the Youthwork National Policy Study

will undertake this assessment. The particular focus of this interim

report is to examine evolving relations between the CETA and school

systems and what such relations portend for future collaboration to

improve employinent and training opportunities for American youth.
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Youthwork, Inc. and,Knowledge Development

While the direct support for youth employment programs commands the

bulk of YEDPA appropriations, improved knowledge is of high priority;

Indeed, the Congress authorized in the leaslation that up to a full

20 percent of'the,YEDPA funding could be used for demonstration projects

seeking innovative means by which to address the problem of youth

employment. The first general principle of the YEDPA Planning Cliarter

of.August, 1.977 stated:

Knowledge develovment is a primary aim of the new youth programs.
At every decisio#-making level, as effont must be made to try
out promising ideas, to suppont on-going innovation ana to aooeso
performance as rigOroubly as possible. Resources should be
concentrated and structured so that the underlying ideas can
be given a reasonable test. Hypotheses and questions should be
detdrmined at the outset, with an evalipation'suethodológy built in.

The programmatic activities of Youthwork, Inc..are a direct reoponoe

by the Department of tabor to this mandate. With Youthwork focusing on

in-school youth and the manner in which the educatiopoil and CETA oyotemo

are able to contribute to the resolution of the youth unemgiloyment

problem, there hap been achieved that neceooary concentration,of rergourceo

"so that the underlying ideas can be given a reasonable test." The

Youthwork knowledge development effort has predicated ito endeavor upon

the following assumptions:

--More is known gbout the intentions of inn&ative youth programs

Er-5

than about program operations.

--More is known about program outcomes than the. processes that

enerated such outcomes.

--More itt known of the reasons for program failure than for

program success.
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With.-these assumptions explicated, Youthwork formulated four

knowledge development goals, each of which sought to address the

imbalance described in one or more of the assumptions listed above.

l) To identify barriers to program implementation and how to

overcome them.

2) To identify unique features wtthin programs that most help

youth to achieve program objectives.

3) To examine,both the degree and direction in which participating

institutions have changed, and how these changes took place.

4) To assess basic assumptions underlying both the policy and

practice of inimhool programs in helping youth make the

transition from school to work.

To achieve these goals, Youthwork)atructured its knowledge develop-

k
pent activities towards data collection and analysi in three areas: the

.

central policy question of the respective roles and responsibilities of

the educational and CETA systems vis-a-vis youth employment and training;

programmatic issues relating to the implementation and collaboration of
0

approaches undertaken by projects in the four focal areas; and the local

knowledge development issues unique to each program operator and

community:

Ii is to the first of these data colleCtion and analysis areas-7

the respective roles, and responsibilities of the education and CETA

systems in_youth employment and training--that this present interim

report is addressed.



CETA/School Relations: Definin_JPg e Issues

cETA and educational systems have both come to serve vital roles in

1
addressing the issue of youth employment and training. At present, both

provide programs expressed, designed,,and delivered to youth who are

WI the process of making the transition from school to work. Yet in a

period of.sustained youth unemployment, it is both prudent and far-

sighted to examine the possibilities of these two systems linking

together so that the base of resources for youth can be broadened and

the available resources better cOordinated. Present conditions-suggest

the question is not whether there can be a partnership, but rather, how

such a partnership mlght function. The task, from within this perspective,

. is one of sorting out the various streneN and potentifl contributions

each might;Make. Though each system has developed its own modus operandi,

collaboration can mean that target groups of youth do not confront a

sit f competing claims and institutional rigidity, but one of

complementary and mutual assistance.

In light of the Youthwork effort to explore the various forms of

potential collaboration and cooperation between the CETA and educational

systems, the Youthwork National Policy Study at Cornell University has

made this a central aspect of its research effort. The analysis and

data collection in this area has had three foci: the impulse and form

of emergent relationships, the form and content of collaboration, and

whether the Youthwork programs duplicated existing efforts by either

CETA or the schools, thus calling'into question the necessity of

'collaborative programs.

The YEDPA legislation has sought to involve low-income youth in

work and/or training programs, programs-j i y deve oped by CETA and
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the schools. The objective has been to provide a means by which to

assist thekyouth in a successful transition from school to Work, thus

diminishing the prospects of unemployment.

To document and analyze the efficacy of the various programs, data

collection efforts have had to range across a number of issues. Examples

of these efforts include the following. There is the matter of target

group populations and which mix of services by the two systems appears

most appropriate for which specific group. A second research area focuses

4wIn the questio

7

of which system is best able to establish ties with

i
,e

different seq' dis of the community. For example, if there is to be

on-the-job trgining, are the schools or CETA more lilcely to be effective

1,11 locating training positions for the enrolled youth. Again, the matter
ip

is not "either/or," but camplementarity. Program characteristics are

a third area and one where it is important to know which groups of

youth are attracted to which programs and why they are attracted. The

choices of the youth can be informative as to what programs they believe

best suit their needs.

The second focus, that of the form and content of collaboration, is

one which emphasizes not merely the formal and organizational structure

of joint programs, but the substance of that collaboration. It is

not a situation of positing either form or content to be the critical

variable in program implementation, but rather both form and content.

To explore these dynamics, the following are illustrative of the questions

which have been investigated at the individual sites: What is the form

and substance of communication between the two systems? What hinders

or enhances this communication? Did the YETP 22 percent incentive
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prove conducive to inter-institutional collaboration?

The third focus, whether the newly created Youthwork programs

duplicated already existing services to youth, is of central concern as

resources are allocated to serve particular target populations.

If the Youthwork effort represents a duplication, for example, then the

consequences are not simply that the youth have multiple programs from

which to choose. With a finite population, neither program is able to

function at full capacity. Likewise, the original program cannot help

but believe that its existence and rationale are being challenged; the

justification for-cooperation between systems is undercut; and the

community may come to see reasonable programs as no more than a waste

of public funds. Key areas of investigation in this third area have

included the following: whether youth Who belong.to one training system

are involved in essentially identical activities in another iystem;

whether those who administer the CETA and school systems themselves

believe.that duplication does or does not exist; and in those instances

when multiple delivery systems are in place, how are they administered,

are the services coordinated, does coordination enhance delivery of

services, and what facilitates or hinders cooperation between the systems?4

For the A8 sites selected by Youthwork to serve as Exemplary In-

School Demonstration Projects, they have been presented with a challenging

set of problems. The sites were chosen for their potential to demonstrate

effective and efficient modes of collaboration and cooperation between

CETA and the schools. It has been through their implementation that

actual levels of inter-institutional relationships_have become evident.

Further, these relations have not remained static. All parties to these
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exemplary programs have had to deal with a continuing set of changing

conditions, changes that had the potential for severe disruptions in the

provision of services to the target population of youth. It is to the

credit of the CETA and school systems, as well as to the Department of

Labor, and to Youthwork, that in spite of many start-up problems and

the chaotic press of the first year program implementation, the

preliminary findings are strong and consistent. The Exemplary In-School

Demonstration Yrojects are bringing the two systems closer together.

They provide numerous examples of coordinated programs offering education

and employment training for designated groups of youth.

liaving said this, it is important to stress that the findings

reported in this interim report are based on the first nine of the eighteen

monthsthat the projects are slated to function. As such, this report

must be taken for what it is, an interim assessment of what we understand

to have been in existence until May, 1979. This report sets the context

for further discussion and analysis of the interrelations between CETA

and the schools and the impactof their joint efforts on behalf of

in-school youth.

On This Report

The primary source of data for this report has been the materials pro-

duced by the individual on-site observers at each of the 40 rsporting projects.

These observers, with few exceptions, began their affiliation with the

sites during the'very first days of program start-up. Their field notes

reflect the sensitivities which can come only from a long and in-depth

involvement with their respective programs. It has been the task of the ,

;

YouthworkNational Policy Study staff at Cornell University to take the
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ethnographic notes, the materials from countless interv1ews, the extensive

documentation, and the various numerical data as the basis for analysis

of the mosaic that is the In-School Demonstration. Together with these

multiple forms of field data, xise has been made of the NIS data system

established by Youthwork. These latter data have been particularly

helpful in allowing a melding of the descriptive data with the various

tabulations on number of participants, time in the program, projected

target group enrollment, etc. The final thread weaving through this

analysis ig that of the extensive literature which has emerged with

regard to CETA. While little of this literature has been formall

published in journal articles or books, the number of reports, conference

papers, occasional papers, and federal documents grows almost daily.

Each of the following four chapters reports on a different program

area within the Youthwork initiative. A number of analyses cut across

these four chapters: CETA/school collaboration and communication, the

impact of the 22 percent incentive on inter-institutional relations, and

whether the Youthwork programs have created duplication and redundancy

in efforts to assist in-school youth.

Recommendations for both the De artment of Labor and Youthwork Inc

are located at the end of each chapter. The recommendations are emergent

from and consistent with the individual programmatic focus found in the

four areds. That there are differences in the recommendations across these

four areas is to be expected. Indeed, it is precisely this ability to

begin to differentiate which programmatic options appear to'best function

with varying organizational form that marks this Interim Report as an

important contribution to our understanding of "what works when and why?"
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CHAPTER TWO

EXPANDED PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT

The deep problem affecting inner city schools are being viewe
more and more as symptoms of social and economic conditionp
beyond the capacity of the schools alone to resolve (Institute
for Educational Development, 1969, preface).

Private sector employers represent one group who can work with the

educational system to assist today's youth in their transition from school

to the world of work. Given that toyer 80 percent of all employment

opportunities are cvrrently in the private sector, it is imperative that

the participation of the private sector be encouraged and increased

(Graham, 1978, p.1; Pressman, 1978, p.2). Not to do so can only further

exacerbate an already critica situation. Indeed, the Committee for

Economic Development's re rch and policy committee reiterated this theme

in its recent assessment of government manpower programs:

Government programs to train and provide jobs for the hard-to-employ
will continue to play an important role in national manpower policy.
Its main emphasis is on the need for substantially greater private
sector involvement in efforts to aid such groups both directly
and in partnership with government programs (Robison, 1978, p.9).
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Robison, among others had identified our youth as in need of

assistance in entering the work force. This is so, he argues, as they

are a group most centrally affected by the pers.istence and expansion of

structural unemployment in our society. Robison notes:

No more urgent econbmic task faces the United States than the
°achievement of meaningful progress toward high employment without
inflation. Yet, it has become increasingly clgar that there is
little chance of attaining these twin goals simultaneously within
a reasonable time without a greatly intensified attack on .the
structural unemployment problems of those groups'that face
special burdens which keep them 'out of the mainstream of the nat
work force. These are the groups that tend to expe nce unusua y

high or prolonged levels of joblessness even in relati ly good
times. They include, in particular, many young people, older
workers, and the disadvantaged, especially blacks and ot er
minority groups living in inner cities (Robison, 1978, p. ).

The report of the Panel on Youth of the'Prepident's Science Advisory

Committee (PYPSAC) points out that in the past, Azducational and work

'institutions were almost completely distinct institutions. This panel

proposed a closer connection between these two systems by adding.educational

functions to business organizations whereby persons within businesses

siould have learning, work, and teaching roles. There are distinct

rewards seen resulting from this process:

Whether, the work accomplished is seen as a by-product of the
development of young persons or this development is seen as a by-
product of the productive experience is not important. What is
important is that in such a setting both these things take place
(President's Science Advisory Committee, 1972, p.161).

This process has been slow to develop in the United States due to the

historical separation of school and industry. As the PYPSAC report

stated:

This mixture of school and work in a work organization is difficult
to introduce in American society becaufle schools are in the public
sector, while most work is in the private pector, in firms that
are subject to market competition. Without some kind of mixture
between principles behind the public sector organization and the -
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private sector organization confronting a market, an organizational
change of the sort proposed here can hardly take place. For a firm
to carry out public educational functions necessarily increases its
costs and makes the firm noncompetitive in the markets where its
products or services are sold. Only if the educational activities
are publically supported, as they currently are in schools, can
firms afford to add such functions (President's Science Advisory
Committee, 1972, pp.161-162).

In an effort to address a number of the aforementioned problems,

including youth unemployment, private sector involvement, and the

traditional separation of school and employment organizations, Youthwork,

Inc. identified expanded private sector involvement as one of its focus

areas for demonstration programs. As with the other three programmatic

models, this one was to:

...learn more about in-school programs 'and their effectiveness
and to promote cooperation between the education and training and
employment systems (Youthwork, Inc., 1978, p.2).

It was posited by Youthwork, Inc. that these efforts at linking

schools with the private sector would not only provide insights into the

estabLishment andi conduct of school/private sector programs, but also

provide potentially long term benefits to the participants.

When jobs are with private employers, they contribute to important
real life experiences in the labor market. Also, such jobs often
last beyond the life of a project and can represent a direct, "next
rung" opportunity for participants (U.S. Department of Labor, ETA,
Office of,Youth Programs, 1978, p.18).

The focus ofthis chapter, then, is the relationship between CETA

and the school, systems involved in the expanded private sector involvement

programs.* The distinguishing characteristic of these sites is the use

of private sector businesses as the source of guest lecturers, tour sitesi

*As'the emphasis in this report iG on CETA-LEA relationships, only limited
discussion of private sector involvement per se is included.
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short term (one to three weeks) vocational experiences, and most

importantly, on-the/job training (lasting several weeks to several months).

Though the use of the first three factors varies, each program has some

jorM of on-the-job training.

The Youthwork, Inc. grant process of 1978 selected 12 sites for

funding as private sector involvement pro ams. A nuznbek of the programs'

ft
characteristits are presented in Tables 1 through 3. One of the 12 sites

is located in a major-city with a population over one million, nine sites

are in cities ranging from 50,000 to 500,000 in population and two sites -

are located in rural areas. The sites stretch from Maine to California

and include four sites on either coast and four sites in the Midwest.

The initial plans for the twelve programs projected a range of

students to be served from a low of 45 to a high of 3000. Revisions

resulted in this latter figure being reduced to 500. On-the-job

training in privafe sector placements does not exceed approximately 150

students at any program site. Less intensive involvement by students

through their presence at special lectures, classroom career exploration,

or other activities accounts for thg high participation rate of 500

students at one project. Numerous other students who are not officially

enrolled in the programs also receive program benefits when such
A

activities as guest lectures occur within their school. The total number

of students expected to receive benefits from direct participation in

these 12 programs is approximately 1600 youth.

Nine sites provided data for this report. These sites have been in

operation from fivg,to eight months. Six of the reporting sites represent

programs which might best be identified as offshoots of previously
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existing programs. The primary modification of these existing programs

was the addition of.specific private Ike,c)or on-the-job training. Three

sites instituted programs where there had formerly been none. The

operators of the nine reporting sites (cf. Table 1) include four LEAs

(public schools), three public non-profit organizations and two private

non-profit organizations.* Of*the three newly established programs, as

a result of Youthwork funding, ono is operated by each of the organiza-

tional types above. The two rural sites which provided data are

operated by a public non-profit organization ade a private non-prcifit

organization. With the exception of two public non-profit programs all

of the reporting programs are conducted within facilities provided by the

local school systems (cf. Table 2).

TABLE 1

Types of Organizations Operating Private Sector Programs

organizational types reporting sitesa

,
.

total cites
b

LEA 4 5

public non-profit 3 3

private non-profit 2 /

government office 0 ". 1

a
Reporting sites are those nine which provided data for this
report. ,

b
The total number of sites represent all 12 funded by Youthwork,
Inc.

4

Major activities pr vided at all 12 programs are listed by program

in Table 3. Classroom training includes specific skills training and/or
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TABLE 2

Characteristics of the Nine Participating Private Sector Sites

'programs
b

operator

area
population
range (in
thousands)

where
program

is c
conducted

actual/projected
number of
students

to be served
d

program
statuse

program
began

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

LEA

LEA

LEA

LEA

LEA

PNP

PNP

. PNP

PrNP

PrNP

PrNP

GO

50-250

50-250

50-250

250-500

50-250

50-250

50-250

rural

1000+

rural

.250-500

50-250

/

school

school

school

school

school

training
center

training
center

school

school

school

training
center

school

73/140

100/120

150/200

352/500

NA/150

50/54

8 /105

45/40

129/150

36/96

23/80

NA/50

52.1%

14.2%

75.0%

70.4%

---

92.6%

76.2%

112.5%

86.0%

37.57.

28.8%

1

---

EEP

EEP

EEP

NP

NP

EEP

NP

EEP

EEP
,

NP

EEP

EEP

Oct.

Oct.

Nall:.

Dec.

not
avail.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Oct.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

a
Programs E, K, and L did not provide data for this report.

b
LEA local education agency; PNP pub c non-profit; PrNP private non--
profit; GO government office.

c
Training centers are located at facilities owned by these public non-profit
and private non-profit operators.

d
These approximations are based upon our most recent data (April 30, 1979),
but should not be construed to he official numbers. The projected
number shown is also approximately the number of students each site
expects to place in private sector job experiences. The exception is program
D where approximately 100 students will have on-the-job training.

e
EEP expansio, of existing program; NP new program.
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TABLE 3

Activities Provided by Program

program/a
operator

classroom
training

career
exploration

vocational
exploration

on-the-job
training

academic
credit

community
partner

A/LEA

B/LEA

C/LEA

D/LEA

E/LEA
b

F/PNP

G/PNP

H/PNP

I/PrNP

J/PrNP

K/PrNP
b

L/GO
b

x

x

, x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

,

i /

-,

x

x

x

.

x

x .

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

'

a
LEA local
non-profit;

b
These sites

education agengy; PNP public non-profit; PrNP private
GO m governme4 office.

did not provi4e information for this report.
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skills which prepare students to apply for a job (i.e., filling out

applications and interviewing). Career exploration includes activtties

which present various careers within the classroom and via lectures or

tours. Vocational exploration occurs when a ritdent is placed at a work

site in an observational role or in a short term work experience. The

length of this phase varies with its interpretafion by program sponsors

but usually it is only a couple of week.? in duration. On-the-job

training occurs at every site. Academic credit is given at most sites.

Three sites have attempted to acquire community partners who will

participate on a one-to-one basis with program participants. These

persons may be either community businessmen or retired businessmen.

The remainder of this chapter focuses upon Inues pertinent to the

relationship between CETA anti public school service delivery syskms. A

concluding section contains a brief summary of each of the topics

_discussed and policy recommendations based upon the data presented.

FINDINGS

Factors Influencing Communication/Collaboratioq

The nine reporting programs acknowledged that there lad existed at

least some level of contact between CETA and the LEAs prior to the

Youthwork, Inc. program. Net, as is discussed later under the topic of

the 22 percent incentive, CETA prime spofisors had not previnunly expended

funds within the school system. The communication'hantrls which existed
.

prior to the 22 percent incentive appear to have been oriented more

40
a
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,
toward rendering services than channels of true tollaboration on programs.

A prime sponsor representative from one program stated:

Even beforithe YETP programs from which the guidelines came in
January 1977, ouryouth coordinator had had informal linkages
with the School district and counselors, but.it was not formal.
It was primarily on the service level between ihe youth counselors
at our agencies and tie counselors at the high school. Butprior
,to the YETP we never (gave the school districeg any money.

Individuals from seVen private sector sites (threA LEAs, two public

non-profit, two private nonprofit) responded that channels of.communi-

cation between the responding organization and government programs actually

pre-dated CETA by as many as eight year's. Five program personnel; each

from a different site, specifically'noted the Neighborhood Youth Corps as.
4

a source of'prior involvement wiIh the federal government.

FactOrh which enhanced or hindered communication between the CETA

prime sponsor and the LEAs tended also to be the Sable factors influencing

collaboration. Items relevan to the communication/collaboration linkage

.of CETA and LEAs fell into two broad categories: 1) those administrative

in nature, and 2) th-ose which reflect program philosophy.

Prograndministration. 'Administrative issues perceived,as hindrances

included suCh itehs as goVernment-regulations and paperwork. A prime-sponsor

representative and a sch4 ool administrator from one program site as well as;

program personnel from two other program sites noted that there dkisted a

lack of'clarity in the guidelines developed by DOL. The school administrator )

stated: ii011

The lack of definitions and clarification of process and procedures
Irom Washington hinders commnnication between the two systems. The'

CETA prime sponsor has to.interpret these fox us and rthink that
is difficult for them mogt of the time. The guidelines are very
ambiguous.

The amount of paperwork was identified by program personnel from 0'

four.progiam sites as being a hindrande to the operation of their specific'k
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programs. Their plight is nicely phrased by one on-site observer:

The principal was of the opinion that in considering changes that.
might be effected in future programs, any meang of reducing the
volume of paperwork and red tape would be helpful. His attitude,
however, is one of resignation, feeling that there is liftle he
Tan do to change things.

Prime sponsor representatives from seven-programs all were of the
A

opin on that communication and collaboratios were 'quite good. Factors

mtostering this sent of cooperatiee included Rroblem solving, monetary

considerations, and regular contact vi'a informal and formal links between

the systems. Informal links were identified as primarily efforts to

keep abreast of regulation changes, while formal links were seen by

one prime sponsor representative to inciirde Joint efforts on OPs, MIS

data, and program monitoring. Other prime sponsoi7 representatives and

LEA officials included coOrdinating committees under the heading of
4

formal linkages. Each of 16 administrative and program personnel
.cf

representing all nine prograMs identified one or more of the aboVe factors

as enhancers to. CETA/LEA cooperation.

The increasing cost of operating programs mas noted by a prime

sponsor representative of a LEA program as an incentive for-the---systems to

work more closely together. He noted that schools are becbming more

dependent upon CETA funds to help defray the costs of work experience

)
programs.

CETA is now in a position of paying a gowd deal of th j eight
for programs of this kind in the schools. The LEA is trongly
oriented toward getting this money and has come to dep nd on it.

Further evidence of a growing reliance on CETA to helpprovide

services for students camd from an educator at another program:

In introductory reinarks, a board of education administrator
indicated that the educational system needed to be "tied in with
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CETA" in order to provide acceptable services for all populations.
He also expressed the view that CETA represented a "creeping,'
encroachMent" on the traditional educational system He
obviously did not think that this was bad.

The existence of or need for forMal links between CETA and LEAs

were discussed at five private sector program sites. Four of the

reporting programs were operated/by LEAs add one was operated by a public .

non-profit organization. Representatives of three LEAs noted forms of

formal links which included committees or individual liaison persons.
4

,The public non-profit program and an LEA noted membere of one system

serving on,committees°of the other system. Individuals from two LEAs

cited the need for greater strengthening of the linkage between CETA and

LEAs via committees. Comments reflecting each of these positions are

presented below.

At one program site coordination of the LEA operated prograhl was

facilitated by the use of an Advisory Youth Council which served to oversee

and coordinate youth programs. A program coordinator explains:

With the Youth Council being our main coordinating body,
certainly different bits of information are shared through this
organization. It seems to me that there is an air of cooperation.
I know everybody seems to be concerned about the youth employment
problem--and the best way to Aolve it.

Upon asking.how the two systems administer their programs and

) facilitate coordination this respondent further described the Advisory

Youth Council's functions:

As far as admjnistering prOgrams and setting them up, this has to
go ugh the coordinating council. What Contributes to the ease,

I would rtainly think, is the mere fact that there is One body
that admin stersaud,...controls/coordinates all the different programs.
There have been some relatively minor arguments about one point or
another. If personalities did not blend together, that would be
a case where the administration of programs would be difficult--
if everyone thought they had a certain amount of turf to protect.
But as far as I can see, the people on the'coordinating council. and
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the people from CETA and the schools'seem to get along quite well.
The people that have been in these positions have been in them
quite awhile and the people running the different youth organizations
have been doing this for quite awhile. They know each other well
and are open with questions and exchange of information.

Linkage of CETA and the LEA at two otAr private sector sites, both

LEA.operated, is accompLished via a liaison person within the LEA

operation. The liaison's responsibilities are essentially to coordinate

efforts between the LEA and CETA whenever appropriate.

A prime sponsor representative from one of these programs notes

that this individual is relied on for identifying the schOol's position

on various matters.

There.tends to be a certain amount of shared decision making
between Frank and me. I get input from Frank on poiicies as
they relate to schools. Sometimes changes result from this
input since the needs of schools are different than those of the
adult populations we work with.

At the second program site using a liaison person, there exists an

additional means of strengthening the linkage between CETA and the LEA.

A school administrator noted that strengthening of the relationship, in

general, has occurred because members of one system are on comftittees of

the other system.

Well, first of all there are formal links. The executive
director of the CETA prime sponsor is a member of our advisory
committee for vocational education while I am on the manpower
planning council for the city. This council approves proposals
submitted to the CETA prime sponsor. And last, there,is one
person here on the school board called the special projects
coordinatoryith the responsibility of liaison for the entire
school system to the CETA prime sponsor.

There is also evidence from another program that this crossover of staff

from the two systems has talen place.

The expressed need for the coordination.of program efforts via a

centralized council was made by a high school principal:
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The CEA prime sponsor needs an advisory council with representatives
of all the different cooperative training programs. At least then
they would have a knowledge of what all of the others are doing.
There would not be the misunderstandings, the hurt feelings, and the
backstabbing that goes on now.

Further support for a mechanism to structurally link the two systems arose

during a diseussion with a prime sponsor representative from a program

site which has neither a committee nor a liaison person coordinating

efforts of the two systems.

There is no centralized mArisory board.or council. I think we
need an organization in which a person from every school district
is a member and would meet on a regular basis. By such a central
board we would be able to communicate services available, keep the
districts current on regulations, and promote competition between
districts.

There is a clear consensus among individuals representing CETA, LEAs,

and the programs that there is quite good cooperation beiween the systems

in such matters as regulations, paperwork, and other problems which arise

at the private sector programs. These fray often be rbsolved via informal

means such as a phone call. The formal links fostering'collabOration, such '

(-)

as the advisory council mentioned, are less widely used as a means to

expand cooperation.. Certainly the current private:i'sector programs are

evidence tha4.the systems can collaborate to operate a program. However,

there exists little evidence that this occurs on a larger scale, i.e.,

coordination of multiple programs, at the program sites discussed above.

Program Philosophy. What might be termed misperceived program ex

pectations or philosophies are also responsible for the current level of

cooperation, between CETA'and LEAs on a multiple program level, as being

one of problem solving dither than one of sharing coordination efforts.

The series of comments which follow are the views expressed by prime sponsor

representatives, school officials and program personnel at five of the
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private sector. programs. Four LEAs and one private non-profit program

are the source of the following citations.. They convey a deep-seated

problem based upon distrust and misunderstandings which needs to be

resolved gfore cooperation on a larger scale can be achieved.

A prime sponsor representative presents two problems faced by CETA:

There is a great resistance and roluctance on the part of
schools to permit outside agency involvement in the in-school
programs. Also, people in general think about CETA as a handout
andit is not intended to be. This implies that there is a lot
of fraud connected with CETA.

3

From a second program site comes this comment:

Mrs. D of the Department of Employment felt that the real value
of the YEDPA project was that the educational system would learn
more of the operations of the DOL, CETA, and related agencies.
,She emphasized that "they" would learn the importance of observing
the details.of legislation.

An assistant superintendent from a third site made the followipg

MO comments:

I really thinkve cooperate, but if I have io point to something,

1

y u see, the school district is bighly organized and it has
p ocedures and guidelines that you must follow, whereas I don't
t ink the prime sponsor is that well organized. They seem always to
be changing.

We already have a very extensive work.training program at our schools.
We have three cooperative work training cdordinhtors, we have two
distributive education coordinators, we have a student work'and
experience training program, and we have business and home service.
So we have got an extensive training program. But when the youth
are eligible for the CETA programs and we cannot find jobs for
them elsewhere, then we utilize CETA.

A program coordinator from one site characterizes the two systems in

the following manner:

The big difference between the schools and CETA is that any time
the school has some kind of program they have a "get it on"
attitude. Letts get it done. Whereas some of the CETA staff are
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a little laid back probably because they have a tremendous
number of things to deal with. A program like this is just one of
the many they have to deal with, so they do not get going nearly
as fast as the schoolS would like. I suppose this causes a little
tension.

The program manager from the same program adds:.

One thing abotiut the Schools is that they really see programs.for
everyone in need, not just those economically disadvantaged. So
from their standpoint, sometimes they are resistant to programs
because they are earmarked for specific groups whereas the schools
serve all strata so they like programs to be for all individuals.

Another prime sponsor representative identifies the following as a

hindrance to better cooperation:

The fact that both the schools and CETA have youth programs and
that these programs are often competitive and that somm programs
offer better benefits than others, has hindered some communication
and cooperation. People are protecting their turf. Just the
overall opinion of CETA held by the public add by the school
district has been a hindrance.

Three prime sponsor representatives, all representing LEA operated

program sites, provide a different concern which has hindered cooperation.

Two prime sponsor representatives from one site note:

One school administrator told me that we provided only aningless
jobs. But the way I look at it is that any job prov es experience
and conditioning.

The educators, a lot of them, only wanted their students placed in
career oriented jobs, whereas we see the issue as immediate employ-
ment even if the job is not in a particular career field requested '

by the student.

The third prime sponsor representative corroborates the impressions of

school personnel:

Unfortunately, to a certain extent CETA is a numbers and placement
game.

The preceeding comments suggest a need for each system to re-examine

their understanding of the other system. Resolution of these conflicts,
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based upon perceptions of the other syptem, is necessary before cooperation

beyond the individual program level can be achieved.

The communication and collaboration which exists within the private

sector programs has been identified by persons from both systems as

present and beneficial. In the case of these specific program4the

collaboration has gone beyond problem solving to include joint

collaboration in operating a program for youth. Perhaps these cooperative

ventures will foster a greater understanding of and a broader cooperation

between the two systems. As a program coordinator noted about the

catalytic effect the private sector site has had in his community:

I think this program has helped bring the operations a little
closer together.

The 22 Percent Incentive

Although all of the Youthwork, Inc. programs are funded via YETP

discretionary funds, the 22 percent allocation of YETP Title Iv funds to

in-school programs was investigated. Individuals representing the CETA

prime sponsor, the school administration, and the Youthwork, Inc. private

sector programs were asked about this piece of federal legislation. The

specific issue investigated was whether or not the 22 percent incentive

fostered greater cooperation between CETA and the school system.

Representatives of four prime sponsors provided opinions about the

22 percent incentive. Three of these individuals have LEAs operating

Youthwork, Inc. programs while a public non-profit organization operates

the fourth program. Additionally, one educator from a private non-profit

operated programis cited. All respondents were from programs located in

urban areas.
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Three of the four prime sponsor representatives were convinced that

this tactic had indeed fostered greater collaboration between the two

systems. Indications of this shift toward greater collaboration is

evidenced by both the amount of money prime sponsors are allocating to

in-school prograrqs and by the indication that there are now more joint

programs than before. At one site, the representative stated are

following about the 22 percent incentive:

The 22 percent incentive was planned in October 1977 and executed
in early 1978. There were no on-going prograna where they worked
together before that time. There is a general resistance and
reluctance on the part of schools to permit outside agency involve-
ment in the in-school programs. Since we have been working together
this situation has improved greatly. Thirty-four percent of YETP
funds are spent by the prime sponsor on in-school youth.

A representative from another urban program noted:

The 22 percent incentive did enrich the interaction and created
more cooperation with education. With the school's cooperation
we were able to open new job sites. By being able to go in and
say we are representingthe county board and the school district,
it provided an extra thrust. Under Title I we had 40 participants.
With the inception of YETP we increased the number to 210 in two
months. Also, with increased cooperation, there was more of a
desire to place students in jobs related to their career choice.
Of the 210 students I mentioned, 60 percent of the jobs were in line
with their choice. YETP made schools aware we were here to provide
a needed service.

A second respondent from this same site discussed further the extent to

which the 22 percent incentive has influenced relations.

We gave the school district 80 percent of the total YETP funds.
We only allowed seven percent for administrative purposeq and the
remaining was directed toward participant money use. In fact,
we put all the weight of the youth programs into the current school
system. this arrangement, the 22 percent incentive, brought the
prime sponsor and the school system together at the administrative
level. This is the first time that we have talked to people at
the administrative level in the school district.

A board of education member lends further support by stating that

the 22 percent incentive has fostered programs which are bringing CETA,
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the schools, and private industry closer together.

The YETI. program is a joint enterprise which is working success-
fully and serving a significant number of students. There is no
doubt that the 22 percent incentive system did bring education
and employers together.and so it is looked upon'as a favorable
tactic. The 22 percent incentive did not force education to work
with industry, and vice versa, but it provided the opportunity and
means that both had been looking for to expand training of youth
through expanded work experience programs.

It is important to reiterate what two of these *prime sponsor

representatives stated: from situations where no prior level of coopera-

tion existed, there has evolved, as a result of the 22 percent incehtive,

collaboration to the point where more than the minimal 22 percent is

allocated to in-sdhool programs, A OrimeC.sponsor epresent4ive from a
.°

third program site and a CETA/school liaison person from a fourth site

also mentioned that 78 percent and 60 percent, respectively, of their

Title IV funds were spent for'in-school programs.

There was no indication from any of these persons that the 22 percent

incentive has had any direct impact on cooperation per se fbr the current

Youthwork, Inc. programs. It is not that these relations failed in this

case, but rather that there was a different incentive*to bring these two

systems together: the collaboration was a direct reqult of the structure

and requirements incorporated into the original Request for Proposal.

Of eight interviewed personnel (from three LEA prograT.sites) who

work directly with the private sector programs, only one program coordinator

was familiar with the 22 percent incentive. His familiarity resulted from

having been involved with writing proposals for federal funding. He was

of the opinion that this tactic had considerably facilitated the ability of

the prime sponsor to work directly with the school system. The other program
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personnel, unfamiliar with this incentive-, had been hired to run the various

programs and none had had input into the grant proposal process.

Program Duplication

The CETA perception. Prime sponsor representatives from seven private

sector sites and LEA representatives from all nine program sites discussed

the issue of program duplication. The prime sponsor representatives'

comments were made in the codtext of working with four LEA, two public

non7profit, and one private non-profit operated programs- Only one of

the LEA programs was a new effort while the remaining six programs

represented expansion of existing programs. Not a single prime sponsor

repiesentative_perceived these programs as creating Oplication. Inclusion

gf the private sector for work placements and the student clientele

meeting strict CETA eligibility guidelines were identified as the two key

factors making these private sector sites a new effort in the school to

work transition.

Concern was expressed, however, by prime sponsor representatives from

two LEAs and one public non-profit program about the cOmpetition these

programs may be creating for job placements and identification of students
4>

to fill programs. Ope prime sponsor representative noted:

A concern I have is that we are floodin* the market with this
on-the-job training business. This may be reflected in the
difficulty the project is having in obtaining enough on-tlie-job
training sites to fill their quotas.

A second prime sponsor representative responded by saying:

All CETA programs could be consolidated. It would avoid a lot of

confusion. I tal d to one employerback in 1974 and he said, Vhat
the hell is this? The government must have a lot bf -Money to throw

around." People from other programs had already talked to him about

employing students.
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Though,entrance into the Youthwork,Inc. programs is reserved for

a specific group of students, there exists die possibility of some of

these students being recruited and placed in other school/work programs.

A concern over the availability of students is expressed by a third Prime

sponsor representative.

With the Youthwork program, we have had the problem of competition
and protection of turf. We already had three programs oriented
toward youth, the YETP program in the local high school,' a JOY
program which was established last year, and a work experience
youth program. These programs are serving the same population
base as the Youthwork piogram.

The school system perspective. Representatives of the school system

at all nine programs provided interview data on the issue of program

duplication.. Sixteen individuals in all, representing teachers,,program

coordinators, principals, and superintendents were in agreement that

these programs were not duplications of other programs. The inclusion of

the private sector and the clientele served were the key factors distin-

guishing these programs from other programs.

As with the prime sponsor representatives, a concern over placement

competition from these new programs waS expressed by school and program

personnel. One teacher stated that it seemed everyone was "knocking on

businessmen's doors" looking for student placements. A program director

from the same project took it one step further.

You know, I think the main problem is, that there are too many
of these cooperative programs. Everybody's trying to.place kids
in the business community.

A school representative stated that he would prefer to Nave funds

used to make necessary modifications in existing mgraMs rather than

creating new ones. As an exariple he pointed out the problem of duplication

in the following:
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4

If a community-based organization gets the money they can duplicate
anything that the local schools have.. In fact, they were recently
given approval to go ahead with a program that we couldn't docUMent
a need for. We have.two laboratories,.each of them equipped and.
this community organization is duplicating a facility that, really,
we do not need in this clammunity. We already have it;

A guidance counselor from an LEA' was concerned about the impact ihis

program would have upon the vocational education program offered by the

local schoolS.

Mr. Tucket stated that there was one thing that concerned him about
the Youthwork program; namely, a potential overlap between.this
program and the vocational education programs run by the Comprehensive
Education Office, since both students are placed with private sector
employers. However, Comprehensive Education necessitated employers
paying students' wages. He wondered if Comprehensive Education would
not become less desirable to employers as the Youthwork program would
pay the students' wages. As a result, the vocational education
students might have more difficulty being placed.

Presently, only one private sector program has beeU able to lodhte

work experiences for all of ttie stUdents it had planned to place in on-

.
the-job training. Program personnel from every other site have noted the

difficulty in finding placements. The experience of a teacher-coordinator

from a LEA is typical:

Many days(1-am out until 7 o'clock talking to. people from
businesses, trying to get, them to place students in their
businesses. 'my teaching is suffereing. I feel bad about that.
We (the teachers) feel that it is all on our shoulders. Now.

that all 50 students have been placed, we have a new group--
very anticlimactic. When we realize that we have to find jobs for
'this new group of 50, well, I just do not think it is possible.

Representatives of CETA, the LEAs, andprogram persOnnel, 23 in all, were

in agreement that the emphasis and content of the Youthwork, Inc. private

sector programs were not duplicating existing programs; The specific

clientele served and the incorporation of the private sector were factors

distinguishing these programs from others. Concern was repeatedly ex-

pressed that on a broader scale the proliferation of programs may create
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lbompetition for work placements and tax the ability of CETA/LEAs to

identify enough students for all of the on-going progra0s.

i,Postscript 41

The proceeding discussionskabout the communication/collaboration, the

22 percent incentive, and prograth duplicatiAn have often.ranged beyond the

Youthwork, Inc. programs per se. This is as it should be as the larger

question has been one of locating mechanisms by ,which to enhance the linking

of two systems. As such, the perceptions of individuals from both systems

as well -::11-e specific Youthwork, Inc. programs reflected this tendency to

discuss issues on a broader level.

As for the Youthwork, Inc. programs themselves, the proceeding

discussions have identified the following:

1) CETA/LEA communication and collaboration for operation of the

specific Youthwork, Inc. programs.have been increasingly successful.

2) Little if any carry-over effect of the 22 percent incentive was

ascertained as a factor in creating a CETA/LEA or other organization

cooperation in Youthwork programs.

3) The current Youthwork, Inc. programs are not seen to be duplications

of existing programs. This is primarily due to the clientele

served and the involvement of the pivate sector.

Factors Influencin

RUMMY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Communication/Collaboration

CETA/LEA'coope ion on issues relating to'regnlations, paperwork, or

othler problems were identified to be quite good hy-TeiCesentatives of
(

,3 5 4
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primeSponsors, scbool administration, and program personnel from all nine

programs. Regular contact on either an informal or formal basis was seen

.to enhance communication. There existeNa level of distrust and misunder-

standing between CETA and the schools which has acted to inhibit the two

systems from collaboration at a level beyond the current Youthwork, Inc.

program4 Persons from five different sites pentified this Mistrust as

a specific hindrance to better collaboration. There exists little apparent

overall,coordination of CETA and LEA programs at most sites. The develop-

ment,of a coordinating youth council at one siteltalt fostered communication/
-

collaboration on a brand scale. Two other sites identified individuals

within the LEA who act as liaiSon in dealings with CETA.

Recommendation for DOL

DOL should mandate the creation of A. committee/council within each

locality whose responsibility it will be to oversee and coordinate

all youth programs within that area. The committee/coundil should

consist of representatives of the CETA prime sponsor) LEAs, CB0s,

and any ather organization responsible for the conduct of school

to work transition programs.
41-

Further'research should be conducfed to ascertain:

1) issues which have.fostered the mistrust between the two systems

and ways to alleviate these problems.

Recommendations for Youthwork, Inc.

YouthOork, Inc. should encourage increased contact between CETA

prime.sponsors and LEAs via formal linkages, such as regular face

to face meetings. This increased contact may foster further joint
.
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efforts ind help'resove some of the misunderstandihg/distrust which

exists between the two ystems.
4

In situations where the program operator is not an LEA, Youthwork,

Inc. should provicle a means by which all three (CETA/LEA/program

operator) can strive to coordinate their effortt.

1

Youthwork, Inc. should assess the Imbact the current programs have

.had on competition fgpstudents and work placements among other LEA

programs (e.g-, vocational education, distributive education).

Twenty -Tlio Percent Incentive

1

rintiduals from both the CETA prime sponsjr and the school systems

who were famiiiar with the 22 percent incentive,for fostering greater

cooperation between the two systems were generally in'agreement as to the

efficacy-oftthis tactic. Three of four prime sponsor representatives and

three individuals from within the school system were in agreement that the

22 percent,incentive had fostered_greater cooperation inciluding: lrbringing .

the administrations together for the first time, 2) fostering joint

program efforts; and 3) increasing access to private sector employers,

The dissenting prime sponsor representative felt that too much was
N

allocated in this mechanism. He did not, however, specigically state that

the,22 percent had not, fostered greater cooperatidn. Four sites noted

that far more than the 22 percent required was.being allocated to in-school

programs.
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Recommendation for DOL

The.22 percent incentive should be retained as a means for

facilitating cooperation between CETA and the educational system.

4*

Purther investigation should be conducted t ascertain:

1) the actual percentage of funds allocated by CETA prime sponsOrs

to the in-school programs and the reasons for their allocation
1.

decisions; and

2) the imRact this incentive has had on CETA/schoo1 cooperation in

comparison to programs conducted with the remaining 78 percent

of YETP TitleIV funds or other CETA funding.

Program Duplication

Representatives of seven prime sponsors were unanimous in their

opinion that the current Youthwork, Inc. programs are not 'duplicating

existingprograms. Involvement of the private sector and the identifi-

cation of a specific clientele were factors in distinguishing these

programs from others. Concern was expressed by some persons that an

increasing proliferation of programs may produce difficulty in both the

acquisition of sutdents for programs and in the acquisition of-work

plAcement sites and the identification Of enough students to fill all

6

of the on-goingprograms.

Sixteen individuals representing school administration and Youthwork,

Inc. program operators from.all nine program sites were in agreement that.

6the curre t programs are not duplicating other programs. As with the

prime spon or representatives, there was expressed concern_cver student
,

-

and placement competition among programs. Individuals directly involved
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with student placement were particularly concerned about the difficulty

in locating work experience sites. One school representative was of the

opinion that it would be.better to modify existing programs rather than

create new ones.

The creation of additional youth programs, though unique in their

,

own ways, may impact negatively upon existing programs. Coordination,

adaptation, or expansion of existing programs may result in accomplishing

the same outcome for which.a new program is intended.

Recommendation for DOL

DOL should assess the impact that any new _program in the area of

in-school youth employment would have on existing programs befOre

Anitiating said program.

Further research should be conducted to ascertain:

1) the nuMber of youth employment programs operated by CETA, LEAs,

CBOs, and any other organization within each CETA prime sponsor

area;

2) the extent which the above programs overlap in both the

clientele served and the acquisition of work experience sites;

3) a method or methods to coordinate the programs being operated
4Ns

for youth within an area; and

4) the advisability/feasibility of modifying or expanding existing

grograms ratherp.than creating new programs.

Recommendations for Youthwork, Inc.

Youthwork, Inc. should assess the uniqueness of their programs by

investigating the components of prbgrams in existence at each site

prior to the exemplary in-school program's funding. Factors
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indicating duplication of programs should be noted and appropriate

modifications made.

Whenever possible, Youthwork, Inc. programs should coordinate their

efforts with other existing programs to help eliminate competition

for students and work placements.

5 9
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CHAPTER THREE

JOB CREATION THROUGH YOUTH OPERATED PROJECTS

Job creation through youth operated projects was selected as a

primary focus for Youthwork, Inc., because the area raised important

issues in national policy toward youth. Youth'are normally the eon-

//sumers of programs and are not involved in the decision-making arenas.

As consumers only, youth have been denied important experiences and

skills which would be gained from beini actively involved froin the

planning stage through the creation, implementation, and completion of

the project. The Department of Labor and Youthwork, Inc. considered this

involvement of youth the primary distinction between exemplary pro-

grams chosen for this'area-and programs supported under the other focal

areas (private sector, career guidance and counseling, and,academic

credit). As the Department of Labor has noted in this regard:

Job creation through youth'operated projects has been selected
as a primary area of focus because it raises crucial issues in

national policy toward youth. Usually, young people are the
"objects" of programs serving principally ps spectators and
consumers of goods and serviees. This passive role excludes

young people from important experiences and skills. To be
competent is to be the subjeet of an activity not the object.
The measure of competencp is what a person can do. Youth
operated projects are a way to experiment with approaches that
develop competence by actively.involving the enrollee in the
task of creating socially meaningful and economically gainful
employment. (1)91. Application Guidelines--Exemplary Programs, 1978)
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The Youthwork grant process selected 12 sites for funding under

the heading of youth operated projects. The sites are both rural and

urban and proposed to serve anywhere from a low of 35 to a high of 300

disadvantaged youth. The total number expected to be involved in the

projects was approximately 1,750 youth. Three of the projects were

located in major cities with populations exceeding 1,000,000 people.

Six were located in cities ,with populations between 100,000 and 500,000

people. Threeare in cities not quite large enough to qualify as prime

sponsors but with pcipulations over 50,000 and two projects were in

very remote rural areas. Each of the 12 youth operated projects are

described below.

Site 1: A student operated planning, management, aupervision,
and personnel office.

Site 2: An alternative learning center that will provide oppor-
tunities for career education through work experience.

Site 3: Career planning and youth employment and placement ser-
vice.

Site 4: Career counseling, remedial instruction in basic skills
and work experience.

Site 5: Career guidance, counseling, and youth operated recycling
center.

Site 6: Participants in the youth operated business will gain
academic credit through several alternative schools.

Site 7: Agricultural swine prOduction, child development and
cate center, construction skills, and business office
skills.

Site 8: Academic credit for what young people learn through youth
operated businesses.

Site 9: Academic credit for what is learned through work experience.

Site 10: Youth operated print shop and newspaper.
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Site 11: Academic credit for youth operated business.

Site 12: Project provides work experiences, counseling, academic
credit, for basic skills attainment through youth
operated project.

Sites contributing information for this report have been in opera-

tion from two to eight months. Eight of the twelve sites provided data

for this report. Of the eight projects, four are operated by school

systems or alternative schools, 1
three are operated by CETA prime spon-

sors or a subgrantee of the prime sponsor, and one is a community based

organization (CBO). Each project, with the exception of the CB04 has

operated at a school facility.

The percentage of non-white enrollees at youth operated projects

ranges from 42'percent to 100 percent non-white. Table 1 presents the

range of non-white enrollment by type of organization.

TABLE 1

organization type % non-white

LEA 42-80
CETA 70-85
CB0 66-88
Tribal 100

1
Only one alternative school provided data for this remort and for

purposes of this analysis it is treated as an LEA.
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FINDINGS

CETA/Schools Communication and'Collaboration

Cooperation has revolved primarily around fiscal matters. CETA

prime sponsors monitor the expenditure of monies by the exemplary pro-

grams operated by LEAs. When projects are located directly under

CETA jurisdiction little or no interest is shown by LEAs. In the'area

of program content, iittiintrast to fiscal matters, there is much less

cooperation. LEAs and CETA, as organizations, have broadly divergent

philosophical positions on what "makes for a good program." CETA

prime sponsors and LEA's are aware of their differences, but are hesi-

tant to give ground.

This pattern developed at seven of the youth operated projects.

In such matters as recruitment, certification, and services, there was

little cooperation between CETA and LEAs. Indeed, in exploring with

a school official the range of interactions with CETA, he reported:

Our communication is largely "over the terms of the grant process,

budget, and requirements. The prime sponsor spoke to our project

staff in the planning stages to help us understand the process.

We deal,on very pragmatic terms with pragmatic subjects.

A field observer contributes additional data to this point:

If a person were to drive up to a gas station and ask for air

in his tires, and the attendant came out and put air in the tires

as requested, would you call that cooperation? If so, the

schools and community have cooperated with the exemplary program.

If your definition of cooperation requires that the gas station

attendant ask where you are going, offer.you a map, wipe the

windshield, smile, and wish you a nice trip, then you will find

that there hap been little cooperation by these groups.
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In seeking the best set of circumstances to assist youth, the goal

should more closely resemble the 'Second example than the first. This

has not been the case. This is a commentfrom a local project coor-

dinator at a CETA sponsored project.

The school counselors tell kids a lot of things. We (the project)

get a lot of kids who were rejected by school counselors. They

are trying to get them out pf the schoolA. I think schools

ought to be doing more than they are. It is very hard to get

answers from them.

Much of the difficulty in securing cooperation from schools and

CETA prime sponsors stems from a basic dissatisfaction each organiza-

tion has for the other. While the following example from an interview

with a school system representative represents an extreme position, it

vividly reflects the distance between the two organizations.

When I first came into his office and sat down, the CETA director
immediately launched into a tirade about the inadequacies of our
educational system. "I look for a completed product," he said,
"and your system is lousy." (public schools) "I have never seen
a more mismanaged and bureaucratic organization than the public

,schools. You people are not doing your job."

Juxtaposed to these views.from CETA personnel, the school systems

view CETA programs as wasteful, corrupt, and of little value to the

developing young person. The following summary of school system atti-

tudes is characteristic of every site which has.a strong CETA copnection.

Sure they go to work when you pick them up in a van and take them.
I would like for somebody to provide transportation back and fotth
for me everyday, but nobody does. The unspoken statement is:
"I have the moral character to go to and from work, and I do. He

(the enrollee) does not and as soon as they stop toting him, tig_f
will be back on welfare." What a waste of the taxpayers' money.

Minimal cooperation (fiscal monitoring and space) has occurred at

the youth operated projects but, as evident from the above statements,
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the underlying attitudep are not cooperative and support e but

of

hostile.

Active support from schools.for projects under CETA jurisdiction

and active support from CETA for projects under school jurisdiction,

in the beginning, would have been of great help to exemplary projects.

School personnel view potential dropouts as lost causes with the fault

being laid at the feet of families. The dropout rate is not seen as

being related to specific actions or attitudes of the school. School

project staff see the objective of school as being to prepare a person

for life but they see little value in CETA programs. These programs

are seen as "giveaway programs" which pamper young people rather than

training them. Active cooperation by the LEAs and CETA program; could

have involved: 1) identification and recruitment of potential dropouts,

2) follow-up by program and school staff to identify improvement in

behavior, and coordination of activities--school and work--for the

benefit of the student.

As it was, three CETA prime sponsors began their.association with

,the youth initiated projects by interpreting regulatione so stringently

as to inhibit any creativity project operators might.have shown. This

resulted'in reduced flexibility which in turn increased the time needful

to successfully implernt the exemplary programs. An example of this

occurred at five sites where there was a question as to how income pro-.

duced by projects was to be used. These sites wanted to funnel the

money back into the projects for capital spending or increased stipends

for the youth. Two prime sponsor, and one regional DOL denied this

request initially but subsequently (two months later) reversed themselves
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and allowed this money'to be spent to help sustain the project. This .

is but one example of how CETA regulations and DOL guidelines slowed '°

the development of the youth operated projects. Our data indicate

that now, nine months since contraciiwere signed, this issue has

been resolved at these five sites.

Not a new complaint from orgdnizations receiving federal support,\- ,

but another factor which is detrimental to the relationship between

CETA prime sponsors and LEAs is-the temporary nature of program funding

(Wurzburg, 1979, p. 1). School personnel look upon the programs as "one

shot" efforts without continuity. They thus choose not to invest much

time or energy in them. One CBO program director commented that pro-

grams funded for such a small amount (approximately $200,000.) "do not

carry much weight" and therefore do not elicit much sustained commitment

from either the staff or the organization.

The philosophical differences over the programmatic thrust of youth

initiated projects between CETA and LEAs appear devisive. Each group is

threatened by the other and finds it difficult to commuiicate its var-

ious needs effectively. Project staffs at local sites are not opti-

mistic as to the degree to which the two organizations will be able to

work together. As a schopl-based program director stated:

It is difficult to communicate the essence of our program to
the CETA staff. The two groups (LEA and CETA) have different

philosophies. Well, thht does not speak well for the ability
of LEAs and CETA to work together, other than in some symbiotic
capacity, where they (CETA) do the administrative work and the
school system runs the program.

The last sentence in the comment by local staff may be a useful policy

consideration in future planning of programs. By having CETA handle the
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I
administrative res /nsibilities, LEAs would be relieved of much of the

paperwork which the Federal government requires. LEAs could then con-

centrate their efforts on improving the quality of the work experience

and closely linking work experiences with educational experiences.

Liaison/mediator role. At four of the youth operated projects,

there is a LEA-CETA liaison per8on.
2

This person is paid from CETA

funds and is responsible to the prime sponsor. At a LEA sponsored site,

this position was held by a person who was antagonistic towards the

exemplary project because he had not been chosen as project director.

Project staff have complained that this liitison person has steadfastly.

refused to help in the recruitment of youth, though he has staff and

responsibility to do so. The situation was Sufficiently acrimonious

that the liaison person and his staff refused to hand dut brochures on

the exemplary project. After six months of operation, thin site is only

serving approximately 33 percent of the proposed target student groups

(Blackstone Institute, March 1979). Commenting on this situation, the

city YEDPA coordinator noted:

There are fairly deep-seated problems that have to do with
ownership of the project. The original tonflict between the
school-CETA liaison person, the prime sponsor, and the project
director over who should control the project has caused a
breakdown in the relationship between the school system and

CETA. The liaison person and his staff are always telling me
what they do not have to do.

In.contrast, the school/CETA liaison perdon played a facilitative

role at two other projects. These.sites are serving approximately 85

2There is no evidence to suggest that the presence of a person in

this role _iplaf_'acto facilitates cooperation. Indeed, sites which do
not have a liaison person have done at least as well as those sites which

do.
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percent of plan, 95 percent of plan, and 90 Percent of target student

groups respectively (Blackstone Institute, March 1979).

Advisory groups. Advisory groups consisting of 1.epresentatives of

CETA, the LEA. and other youth serving agencies'were present at all

three of the CETA sponsored projects and at one of four of the LEA

sponsored projects. These groups have enhanced communication between

the CETA and LEAs by creaking a forum to discuss: 1) problems of inter-

pretation of CETA regulations, and 2) jurisdictional issues which have

arisen during the course of the prolect. At each of the CETA directed

projects, this group has acted quickly to resolve difficulties which

have faced the exemplary program. At the LEA directed site, the advisory.

group has had difficulty defining its purpose and Of " hurt the

youth operated project. The following observati n at a subcommittee
,18

meeting explains the situation at this latter si e more fully.\

Before the meeting was called to order, ther were several

issues being discussed at the conference ,f e

was brought up by a committee member (who h pens to be n)

school board administ.rative aseidtant) and it involved whether

or not he should abetain from voting on school issues. The

chief manpower planner replied thae rhought that the commit-

tee member could discuss the iesues'bilt not vote. The chair

then said, "Well, we need to get a clarification, and particu-

larly I would like to strike 'conflict of interest' from the

previous minutes. I do believe you can discuss school programs,

and vote on them. It only becomes a conflict of interest if

you were personally inVolved in a program. We need to, get

clarification onI,,theee issues'before we can vote an a committee.

In addition, we'Tliso need to know what our full responsibilities

will be."
Observer comment: Once again this reinforced my belief that

the committee 1.6 not fully aware of what is its purpose.

Later at the same meeting:

Chair: "We,now have to discuss the exemplary project. We

have spent $75,000 on this project and I woalthlike.ro know if

these are expenditures or encumbrances?"

a
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,

. A. r

Project Udministrator: "Yes, they are actually both."
Chair:. "Do you 'have the equipment in place? Has it actually

been ordered_and delivered?"
.

Projecta inistrator: "Yes. The kuipment has been delivered.
Actually,'Oha is holding us up now is-the renovation."

1,
Chairt "T9s brings to mind another question. I would like

to know who actUally ownsthis equipMent. This could be a very
important issue."

Chief qTA planner: "Nobody knoWs, if the schools awn it or if
CETA owns it at this time. If the project were to terminate,
probably the Department of tabor would be the final owner."

Chair: "It is difficult to make recOMmendations to the council
without answeN to these queationi."

Aftervfive months of operation, this project is. operating at eight percent

of projected Plas,01-AkstiOne Institute, March 1979).

Twenty-two Percent Incentive.

The Title IV guidelirL fOr YET? states that 22 percent of all prime

sponsor monies received under Title IV must go for programs serving in-

school youth. The questioning bf line staff of both CETA and LEAs

indicated all were unaware of this guideline. However, higher administrative

personnel from both systems are informed about his requirement. From our

data, the four LEAs favor the mandate as evidenced by the response of

one school official:

,

WesupPort the 22 percent mandate because'it promotes better
,)cooperation and working relationships between the two organizations.

One prime sponsor, on the other hand, viewed this mandate as a misuse-.of
.

federal authority: .4-

This Was Ile most dictatorial application of federal funds that I
have seen in a long time. You know why they did it, don't you?
School boards across the nation are having problems maintaining
viable training programs and generating'sufficient revenue.. This
was a ploy to make sure that schools gnt,training money. I (the
obsgpver) pointed out to him that it was mandated and he said,
"that's true, but if things do not,change in this area soon, that
22 percent will be the Olkimum and there is nothing to'say that I
cannot-give it to another educational institution such as a
community college."
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The ratio of staff to enrollees is low in comparison with other programs

4

designed to serve in-school youth (e.g., SPEDY) and this results iq

intense personal contact between staff and youth. The idea is to provide

the support system that a potential dropout could use to help him/her in

school.

_ -

Six other prime sponsomyiewed the guideline as having no effect on their

relationship with the LEA.

In concluaion, staff at the local projects were unaware of the 22

perceni incentive and when informed of it stated that they felt it had

little impact on their programs. Higher administrative personnel le

both CETA and LEAs are aware of the requirement,but View it differently.

School personnel see it as a positive step in proiring cooperation

between the two organizations, whereas, prime sponsors view it as

having little or no effect on relations between the rwo groups. Eight

prime sponsors have allocated during the 1979 fiscal year more than the

mandated 22 percent to ehe school system.

Duplication of Services

A feature of the youth operated exemplary programs,is that each of

them.attempt5to'combine components from other programs into one program

to facilitate operation and improve services to the enrollee. The notion

of service integration is familiar. The exemplary projects are putting

that concept into practice. The projects combine aspects of work

experience, career counseling, remedial education, and skill training.

The issue of duplication of services is cfearcut. The exemplary

programs do offer services similar to those oEfered fly other youth programs,

but they offer more comprehensive services and the services are specifically

7o
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targeted for disadvantaged in-school youth. The following from an

observer's protocol is illustrative:

At the repair shop the students al/ learn the same skills.
The difference is that in the YEDPA project the youth are paid
and-eventually will go into jobs, whereas the youth in the
regular program are just learning the skill. In the design group,
they are again learting the same skills, but the goal is for
exemplary students to put on a public display. The regular
students will not do ,this.

Another aspect.of potential duplication is the extent to which enrollees

in youth operated projects were simultaneously involved in other federally

funded programs. Our analyais was not reatricted to CETA programs, but.

still we found but one example of youth being involved in two federally

funded work experiende programs at the same time. There were no

documented instances of youth receiving pay from two federal programs at

the same time.

In examining the degree to which youth operat projec s were

coordinated with other programs serving youth, onl one site (an LEA) was

found to be actively pursuing a means by which to systematically link

youth programs. This idea of linkage is currentlypeing reviewed at this

site by local LEA and CETA administrators. The exemplary project Would

act as a diagnOstic and referral agency for other youth programs. A

major responsibility would be to assess, the capabilities of youth before

placing them into the available programs. The proven ability to provide

this linkage is key to the future survival of the prog77 in the area.

Program Operation: CETA vs. LEA

Given that there is little cooperation between LEAs and CETA prime

sponsors at/outh operted projects,"'the next question to be raised is

which type of organization best serves disadvantaged youth independently
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of the other. Programs administered by CETA prime sponsors'were more .

successful in implementing programs than those administered by LEAs.

These CETA-run projects became operational sooner, enrolled youth more

rapidly, allocated monies more quickly, and followed their proposed plan

more closely than LEA-run projects. Table 2 gives the pereent 'of proposed

student target populations served by both LEA and CETA sponsored projects

as of March 31, 1979.

TABLE 2

Percent of Proposed Plan by Type of Operator*

type percent operational since_

LEA: 1 19.3 ° December 1978

2 137.7 November 1978

3 8.3 December 1978

4 33.5 September 1978

CETA: 1 94.7 January 1979

2 62.5. October 1978
1

3 . 86.9 October 1978

* Data nor available for the CM,

(

Of the four LEA-run programs, one began at the beginning of the

proposed funding cycle (September 1978). The primary reason it was able

to begin on time-was because the school system allocated some of its own

funds to start the program and was reimbursea at a later date when

exemplary funds became available. Another LEA had only seven students

enrolled nine months into the project and was hoping to tie into the

1979 summer SPEDY program to enlarge its population. A third had to
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cancel, one component of fhe planned project as the schdol system removed

two staff who were intimately involved with tbe elcemplary and the project
4,

director fired a third staff member. Eventually, the project director

resigned as well. As of March 1979, this project was also fdur to six

months behj.nd in reporting to Youthwork. The fourth project has

experienced difficulty acquiring space to run its components. Two of the

four oimponents are functioning in temporary quarters and a third

component.is slated to become operational this summer (1979).

The one CBO which id operating had diffiCulty getting its plan

through its Department of Labor regional office.and the contract was not

signed until late Febivary/early March, 1979. It is ane of the smaller

(in terms of number of enrollees) of the youth operated projects and is a

continuation of a project that was previously funded under YCCIP. The

project has exPerienced several.problems with staff (the project

coordinatOr and.ma?keting specialist left) and has had.difficulty maintain-

ing the morale and interestoof the youth. Youth council meetings are held

weekly arid attendance'by youth has been poor.. As the observer notes:

At the meeting on March 21, therewere eight youth present.
When they.met on March 28, there were nine youth present. On

April 5? there.were eight youth present. This project has
approximately 38 enrollees.

This organization is one of three (the other two'are CETA-run) which has

plans to incorporate youth into leadership roles as the project continues.

In conclusion, youth initiated prograths operated by CETA produced

better and more consistent results than LEA-run projects during the first

six monthd'of operation. Thermore closely approximate their proposed

plans and had fewer problems with Department ofLabor regulations. If

projects are to be supported on a year-to-year contingency basis, CETA-

operated projects are more appropriate vehicles..
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Small Cities vs. Large Metropolitan Areas

Sites in smaller cities have functioned better than sites in larger

metropolitan areas.
3 What seems to enhance,the operation of the former

-

sites is the relatively small number of people involved in the running
a

of youth programs and the ability to use informal relationships instead

of rules and regulations to accomplish objectives.

Because Jackson City is a small place, everybody knows everybody.

Several people who are involved in youth programs wear two or

three hats. Therefore, you get a good line of communication. The

whole atmospyiere is very friendly. I think this particular project

would have had problems in another setting.

Si.es in small cities were quicker to begin their projects than were those

in larger areas as represented in Table 3.

The three.sites in our largest metropolitan areas have had the most

difficulty in beginning to implement their projects. Nine months after'

the first contracts with Youthwoik were signed, one project in a large

metropolitan area still was not functioning. A second urban project'

began operation in March of 1979, but as of mid-June still had not

contracted for an on-site observer to begin knowledge development

activities. The third project has been operational since December 1978,

but has been hampered by staff changes, paperwork problems, and the

cancellation of one of its components.

What this suggests is a need for an expanded level of technical

assistance by Youthwork staff both before and,after contracts are signed

at sites in large mOtropolitan areas. There'also is a need for more

comprehensive planning for piojects in these areas. SOlving problems at

these sites takes a much longer time period and this 'should be taken into

consideration when projects are funded.

3Small cities are defined as those with less than 100,000 people.
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TABLE 3

Project Starting Dates by Size of City*

project location starting date

small city: 1 October 1978

2 October 1978

it November 1978

4 November 1978

5 November 1978

large city: 1 February 1979

2 December 1978

3 March 1979

4 June 1979 (?)

, 5 January 1979

6 September 1978

*One project has been omitted due to lack
of data.

Rural Projects

Two projects were locate4 in rural areas. One was operated by an LEA

and the other by a ibal organization. There appear to be no differences

between these twoandThither category of the urban youth operated projects:

The tribal organization experienced difficulty with the local school

system. One of the outcomes has been a lawsuit filed against the local

school board by the tribal organization. The dkemplary project, as far

as information has been made available to the on-site observer, was not

the focus of the suit. The LEA-run project is currently running af 137

percent of plan in terms of the number of youth it is serving. The major

problem has been the inability to come up,with an acceinable (to town
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residents) commercial area to implement one of its four components.

Negotiations have been continuing since November 1978. Many sites,have

been proposed but as of May 1979, none had been aCCepted by the school
-

hoard and the local planning and zoning board.

Activities Offered at Youth Operated Projects

Of the eight youth operated projects which provided data for this

report, the major activity groups are as follows:

TABLE .4

Services Offered at Youth Operated Projects

number of projects type activity

2 peer counseling

4 . work experience

1 brokerage model

1 profit making

The two projects offering peer counseling are operated by an LEA and

a CETA prime sponsor. The LEA-run project is operating at approximately

10 percent of projected student involvement while the CETA-run project is

operating at above 90 percent of projection (Blackstone Institute, March

1979). The LEA has been operational since December of 1978 and the CETA

project siaqe January 1979. A major difference between the two projects

is the attitude of the local prime sponsor towards the exemplary program

operator. The first observation is from the LEA-sponsored project an#

the second isi6h.om the CETA-sponsored ptCct.
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d

The prime sponsor then said, "Mil represent the public schools
(project operator) and they are not operating an efficient system.
General Motors does not operate ihat way," he continued, "and they
Are cost efficient. Neither does the military. When I was in the
army, we got rid of individuals that were incompetent. When a wing
commander did not do his job, we kicked his ass out. We did not
coddle him like a baby. This country is going to hell. The
communists and socialists control the unions up North, but they are
not going to get in here: I am going to run a cost-effective ship
here," I asked him how he intended to do that and he replied, "CETA
would be run on a solid management base." He added that he was
going to create that throughjitle VII provisions of the act. When
asked to clarify this provision, he stated, "Title VII provides for
the private sector incentive program or PIC,,and under this concept,
a private industria0eounci1 (composed of small and big business
representatives) would determine how CETA is contracted. No
longer will schools get the biggest slice of the pie. CETA is
going to be run likq.a business, that is, it is going to be
profit making inthat it will be cost-accountable and turn out a
completed product."

And from the CETA-sponsored project:

Mr. Prime Sponsor then gave me some impressions about the staff
I was about to meet. The meeting was scheduled for 9a.m. with the
exemplary supervisor and school administrators. I presented the
research design and the details were discussed briefly. I felt
everyone embraced my efforts with a spirit of cooperation. At the
meeting's end, about one half hour later,.I made arrangements to
discuss all aspects of participant selection in more detail with
the supervisor. While leaving,-Mr. Prime Sponsor shared some
obserlbeitions about the interaction. Most of his comments were in
keeping with my perceptiona of a healthy interaction and a spirit
of cooperation.

Among the work experience projects, three are LEA-run and one is

CETA-run. The CETA-run program is operating at 62.5 percent of projected

student involvement and the LEAs are operating at 19.3, 33.5, and 137.7

percent of plan respeCtively. The two programs which are running at more

than 50 percent of plan are both located in cities with less than 100,000
op

people, whereas, both programs with less'than'50 percent of plan are in

cities with populations larger than 100,000. The irony of this is that

fn places where youth unemployment is more severely concentrated, i.e.,

large metropolitan areas, the programs are the least effective and

1 7
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efficient. The three LEAs and the CETA-sponsored program are all self-

contained work experience programs. This means that the youth all work

at job sites specifically created for the exemplary program.

Enrollee supervisbr: "There.are some days we do hard work and
they sort of complain. It is not as hard as if they-were out with
jobs, where they would have to really be there--come on time, and
not give any lip or anything like that. They (enrollees).have
so much pull in the work as far as talat they can say and how far
they can go. In an actual job they would not, have any say. They

have a little more freedom than if it were a real job. I think some

of that freedom should be taken away."
Observer: "You think that work sites should resemble, more closely

the work world?"
Enrollee supervisor: "The regular work world. I feel that they

should all be separated from each.other and see how they function.
Scramble the enrollees around. That is what finally made the support
system work. They all had negative attitudes to begin with andNI
had to witch them around to see who could work with each other.117

The use of private sector and community resources to create meaningful jobs

might improve this situation. This should result in a wider, more

realistic job experience for the youth.
4

The brokerage model and profit making model are operated by a CETA

prime sponsor and a CBO. These two, along with one other CETA-sponsored

project, are the only projects which have plans to have youth take on

leadership roles. The brokerage model site is operating at 85 percent of

projected plan for serving targeted youth (Blackstone Institute, March

1979). Data for the profit making model is not available. The following
*CI

is a 'description of the brokerage model.

The youth are divided into 12 separate committee groups based on
geographic area. Each group will perform a needs assessment of
its. area and then put togethera proposal for funding based on the
needs assessment. After the proposal Is completed, it will be
evaluated by a Eentral committee composed equally of youth and adult
staff. Once accepted,,the youth on dAch of the committees will be

4
The data offers no evidence either in support of or against this
contention. This represents the authors' opinion.

7.$
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responsible for implementing their proposal.. It is expected that
many of the proposals will turn out to be small profit making.
businesses which will sustain themselves after the YouthworIC project
has officially ended. The decision as to what project will be
carried out by the committees will be made by the youth themselves
along with an adult advisor. Youth will be in charge and be held

_

responsible every step of the way.

The third CETA-run project which has established a "youth operation"

uses a peer counseling model. Youth act as counselors to other youth and

canvass the community creating.a job bank to help employ eligible youth.

The peer counselors are supervised by an adult staff member, but the

everyday operation of the project is in the hands of the enrollees. This

particular project is operating at more than 9a percent of plan.

SUMMARY AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Cooperation and collaboration between LEAs and CETA prime sponsors

has.been minimal. Essentially, it revolves around fiscal (CETA) and space

(LEAs) concerns. CETA-sponsored programs utilize school facilities and

at LEA-sponsored programs fiscal monitoring was coAducted by CETA prime

sponsors. Discussion of programmatic content has been hindered by

philosophical differences between the two organizations and a lack of

mutual trust.

Advisory groups and the school-CETA liaison role were two vehicles

used to bring the organizations together. Our data does not provide

evidence that.the presence or absence of these vehicles waG a key to the

functioning of youth operated projects. The data is mixed and the more

important criterion was whether the project waG CETA or LEA-sponsored.
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The 22 percent incentive was unanimously supported by LEA personnel

familiar with the mandate. Prime sponsors viewed the incentive as having

little or no effect on relations between the two organizations. One

prime sponsor suggested that the 22 percent incentive was a rigid use of

federal funds and as such, removed some of the flexibility he had in

supporting innovative, cost effective programs. Our analysis concludes

that at youth operated projec-ts, the 22'percent incentive had little or

no effect on-relations between the two organizations.

Duplication of services to targeted youth was a concern at the

beginning of this demonstration effort by Youthwork, Inc. The answer to 44'

the concern about duplication is clearcut. The youth-operated projects

do offer services similar to those offered by other programs serving youth

but, they offer more comprehensive services and the services are targeted

for disadvantaged in-school youth. Service integration has been one of

the strengths Of the youth operated projects.

In comparing CETA-sponsored and LEA sponsored programs, CETA-

sponsored programs were'implemented quicker and more closely, followed their

proposed plan than did LEA-sponsored programs. It was suggested that if

youth programs are to be funded on a year.,to year contingency basis that

CEfA-sp871;bredlprograms would provide the best results.

Sites in smaller cities were implemented more quickly than those in

large metropolitan areas. Two sites in large metrOpolitan areas began

operation six and iiine months, respectively, after initial contracts

were awarded by Youthwork, Inc. (September 1978). Greater technical

assistance from Youthwork is necessary if these projects are to function

at thwame level and pace as sites in smaller cities.
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Youth operated.projects offered four types of program activity models.

Two used a peer counseling model, four used a work experienee model, one

a brokerage model and one a profit making model. In comparing each

activity group, CETA-sponsored pAgrams served a higher percentage of their

proposed target population than did LEA-sponsored programs. Two CETA-

sponsored programs are the only youth operated projects which accurately

fit the "youth operated" title. One uses a peer counseling model and the

other a brokerage model.

Based'oh our data and analysi&, the following recommendation& are .

propogZd:

Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc.

1) If youth employment programo are to be funded on a year to year

contingency basis, the programs should be operated by CETA

prime sponsors and not by LEAs.

2) An expanded level of technical assistanee should be given

by Youthwork to sites in large metropolitan areas.

3) Advisory groups and the ochool-CETA liaison role have shown

potential for increasing cooperation between, CETA prime sponsors

and LEAs. These mechanisms should be idkrestigated further to

determine how useful they can be in bringing CETA and LEAs

together.

Recommendations to the Depa5tment of Labor

1) The 22 percent incentive has to date had little effect on the

relations between the two erganizations at youth operated projects.

The incentive should be re-eValuated and perhaps changed to

better serve Department of Labor goals.
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2) The De artment of Labor hou d re-e mine its re lations

the hope of facilitating the operation of youth employment/

training programs in large urban areas.

4.
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CHAPTER 'FOUR

vp

ACADEMIC.CREDIT FOR WORK EXPERIENCE

e;

Academic credit for woik experience projects was selected as one,o

136

four programmatic areas funded by Youthwork, Inc. as an innovative
4-

means to address the probleMs of youth employment. As anationat policy

concern, providing academic credit for work experiendi was chosen as a

primary focus area because:

Some students are so discouraged by past schooling experiences
that they find it diffiplit-io learn skills through fraditional
academic routes. Providing credit for work experience dan be
the key to encourage some of these youth to continue their
education. In general, ii is believed that work-education
linkages can improve both the work and learning experiences.
Although a number of schools in the countrypave prograhs'that
aWard credit for work, few programs succevafully interrelate
the educatioh and work'experiences. Schools need to take
advantage of the fact that many jobs sifer opportunities to
stimulate learning (DOL Applicatioh &Sidelines, Exemplary
Programs, 1978, pp. 14-15).

The academic cred 1/ or work 2cperience projects entail the grant-

"ingtof academic credit to youth for competencies acquired through career

, development cldssea, j b exploration, and job placement. The projects

) exemplify strategies aimed at alleViating youth unemployment through
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- cooperggion between LEAs and CETA.

It Is a device that requires a high degree of cooperation
between sponsors and LEAs, and it is seen as being impOrtant
as an extra incentive"to keep youth in an educational setting
or to at least keep,them in contact with, the eduCational establish-.
ment throUgh alternative approaches. It is also a mechariisiii

encouraging more active participation by schools in helping
youths think abont the world of work and'draw some kind of
connection between their early work experiences and later
careers (Wurzburg, 1979, p.6).

The academic credit rojects are designed to bell). economically

--N
/
disadvantaged youth 71,ce theetransition to the Work world by providing

youth with work exploration and placement in the phiblic ahd private job

seCtor, As an incentive to participate, to help them economically, and

to stimulate real work experiences, they receive minimum Wage payment

i
for their job,placements. Additionally, the participating yo h are

awarded academic credit for their participatkon. 4his secon 'dimension

i J
is an inducement for the target population, potentia dropouts, or

dloponts to remain/return to school and matriculate toward graduation.

. The projects' offer a gamut of services to.youth: psychological,
-fp

edutational and vocational testing, guidade counselinge remedial educa-
.

tion, job readiness skills, arPeer exploration, hnd job placement.

Nationally, there were 12 projects funder

t9 examine various approaches to the provision

work eixperience. Of these 12, 11 provided the

report-tilrough means of a participant observer

site:

by Youthwork, Inc. o as

of academic credit for

data for this present

located at each project

- .
The academic credit projects varied,griatly although they have in

g
, .t

Tommon the basic feature of awarding academ c creI dit for work exploration/.

experience. Three of the projects are post econdary programs (twa are

,

community. colleges, one is'a'sta,te-college) and.involve young adults
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aged 18-21 years*old. .The remaining projects serve a 14-19 year old

population. These nine projects are located in a variety of settings:

, two are self-contained alternative schools, two are projects located at

sites other than a school building .and five are located within school

buildingso Two of the projects also cut across these categories, as

one has five to seven high school sites and a community college site,

while the other hall-sites at both alternative and traditional high schools.

The size of the population to be served ranges from 38 to about 500

youths. Table 1 provides a summary of project site characteristics.

Ndt only*do the projects vary in theit physical location, number-

served,and age of population, but,there are programmatic differences

The projects have designed a variety of strategies foe the awarding of

academic credit. Learning contracts, competencies,and other means of

ascertaining the experiences/skills attained by youth vary across the

projects. There also are differences in the type of credit awarded,

whether basic skills or work study/elective; where basic skills credit

is &ranted, projects vary on the subject areas in which they grant credit.

For the most part, the type of credit awarded is decided within the

guidelines of the various state systemsfor awarding academic credit.

Within their'basic guidelines, stptes usually leave the rest of the

responsibility for.awarding credit to the local school system. At our

sites, 'the in-school and self-contained projects have negotiated with

the local-LEA through school guidance counselors and principals, the -

alternative schools primarily with the state, and the colleges with

their administration to determine the number and types of credit which

can.be awarded.

Job placements, although limited at all projects to 15 hours a

0
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TABLE 1

Location and Participation Rates fqr Academic Credit Projects*

project

.

community
colleges

state
college

public
secondary
schoOl-

.

alternative,contained
school

self-

project

actual/projected
target' populaxion,of

to be served
10/78 3/79

percent
target

population
served

A

. B

C

D

E

F

F G

H

I

J

K

L

1

--'---,-,

1

'

7

3

1

.
4

1

1

._

2

,

-

'2

1

,

.

,

1

1

1

84/75 ,

34/86

--/65

85/291

121/166

124/75

61/100

1--/60

67/52

103/87

--/100

17/38
.

112.0

39.5

----

29.2

72.9

165.3

61.0

----

128:8

118.4

----
,

44.7

total 4 1 17 5 3 696/970 71.8

*Data derived from MIS reports and project proposals.
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week and minimum wage, can be in eitHer the public or private sector.

Private sector placement criterion (aside from federal child labor laws)

is that this sector must match 50 percent of the youth's wages. All

/-'
projects utilized both the public and Private sector for placements,

save for two in-school projects which only placed in the public sectOt.

Four projects, three in-school and one community college in addition to

paying or matching.job placement wages, also pay participants for time

spent in class.

FINDINGS

CETA/School Communication and Collabora#ion

Most of the communication between CETA and the LEAs involves an

interChange betWeen the Project and the local (prime) CETA offices.'

Communication is both formal.and informal, and usually involves deter-

mining eligibility, certifying participantsiand budget/fiscal matters,

monitoring MIS reporting, and monthly reports. As noted by a school

administrator:

We have three budgets, Youthwork's, CETA (the city's), and

the school's. It is problematic. Now that is die only formal

communication. I communicate on an informal basis with the
prime sponsor gt CETA. The monthly reports ate formal, I

guess. I eend those to CETA and they senlIthem on to Youthwork
.and the Department of Labor. The project is responsible to
Youthwork andwe're responsible to CETA as subcontractorsq I

communicate with the project monitor at least weekly on the

phone and he Makes visits. He has.been here several times on

budget matters.

-"-*-Th Interaction and communication between the project and the CETA

prime spons4r's offices Most often occurs Over required-ieporting and
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paperwork. A basic dependency between the project and prime sponsor

exists over the paperwork flow. One project staff person at an LEA,

analyzed the situatiop as follows:

Youthwork was smart in the way they set this up. The fact
that the paperwork was linked between the program, the prime
sponsor and the people in Washington.and that no one could
complete their work without the prior link having been com-
pleted each week insures that everybody has to be sensitive
to the needs of one another. We could screw or jam up CETA
by being three days late on paperwork.

When asked by the on-site observer if the situation could
be characterized as cooperation by mutual coercion, the project
staff person smiled and agreed.

Initially, the reporting requirements and paperwork of both CETA

and Youthwork caused afl but one of the projects considerable problems.

Projects did not know how to fill out the forms or even which forms

were required by whom. During start-up, a learning coordinator summed

up the sittlation as it was for the vast majority of sites, bi noting:

There is too much paperwork. The program is losing its focus
as we spend hours on forms. nen can we see the kids?

Only one project site circumvented this problem because the prime

sponsor's office took responsibility for all paperwork.

As project staff have become.familiar with the required paperwork

and forms have ceased changing, communitation and interact on ver

ese matters with the prime sponsor has begun to stabilize into a

reg lar routine. One prime sponsor noted that their "initial prOblems

have now been straightened out and there is a good flow of paperwork."

The other areas which strained initial communication and inter-

action between the prime sponsors and projects have also begun to

stabilize. During the first six months of operation, one project likens ,

their relationship with CETA.to crisis intervention. Complying with

CETA regulations, including fiscal reporting, eligibility and participant
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.

certification procedures, entailed continuous communication and working

together between CETA, projects,and schools. The relationshi0 beiyeen
0

these systems was strained over the project's confusion and misunder-

.

standing of requirements and regulations.
1

By March, 1979, CETA4require-

ments and regulationd were beginning to be understood by programs funded

in October, 1978, and no longer posed difficult problems. Most projects,

although initially severely critical of CETA requirements, seem to be

resigned to following what they consider arbitrary procedures and

hence follow them begrudgedly. As one project operator noted:

There is not really any great deal of hindrance in communica-

tion because of CETA. It is simply that there are too many
people to deal with and that this arises because of the nature

of federal funding going through so many government channels.

-These are channels that are sewed up so we go through them to

keep people'sweet; not because it makes any sense.

While most projects nowunderstand and can complyikwith CETA regula-

tions, the initial problems encountered between CETA and LEAs projects

have left bitter memories with some project staffs and left one project,.

in particular, with a continued strained relationship. When the projpct

director was asked, why there were still problems with CETA she answered:

One of the real problems is with CETA itself. It gears up real

quick, gets people who do not understand CETA, gears back down

and gets new people and new forms.

This project has experienced several changeovers in CETA prime
V 4

sponsor cop.tact persons and has lacked a coordinated administration of

their projects. Confusion(over CETA pfocedures and coordination_of

their efforts has left a noticeable strain between the school, project

and CETA system.

1For a discussion of these issues, see "Research Memorandum

Program implementation: hindrances and obstacles," Youthwork National

Policy Study, March 1979.

6,9
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Eligibility. While the problem caused by reporting mechanisms and

CETA compliance has stabilized, the issue of CETA eligibility require-

ments still impacts on the CETA/school relationship. As Wurzburg found

of the YEDPA targeting provisions:

It is an area, not cited very much In earlier reports,'that
poses real threats to CETA-LEA cooperation. The emphasis on
serving drop-outs is not always popular. with LEAs, the target-

. ing by income is resented even more...the reasons for the
unpopularity of the income cut off are predictable. Economic
need is not seen as a valid or reliable indicator of employ-
ability development need. The schools, rarely haNng to take
income criteria into account for other activities (and resent-
ing it when they do), are unhappy wi0 the YETP provisions.
For the LEAs responsible for certifying eligibinity in their',
programs, the task of securing appropriate evidence is an
onerous one (Wurzburg, 1979, pp. 7-8).

Our analysis of the academic credit for work experience projects

yielded similar results. We found that on the project and school level,

staff at all projects are still unhappy about the CETA participant

restrictions, particularly the income guidelines. They feel that youth's

problems with staying in school are not necessarily correlated with the

youth's economid background, and resent having to exclude youth who need.

the (academic) services the program offers. The following quotes from

two project staff persons are representative:

I believe that CETA-type programs should be available to
middle-class students also as there is just as much of a
problem at that level.

This program is supposed to serve potential dropouts. They
are not just low income. If it is supposed to meet this
need, why is there an income level?

On the postsecondary project level these problems are amplified and

take on a different nature. A project operator commented:

At this point, we have had a hard time identifying a popu-
lation that is interested in college and also qualthes under
CETA. Basically, what we have found is that white middle-class
students that this program i geared- for do not qualify

9t)
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under CETA regulations. The kids we do attract who qualify

with CETA tend to be real disadvantaged students who have

dropped out of high school. This-semester out of 18 students

who started the program in January 1979, 15 of them do not

have a high school degree. Several are at a level below our

remedial college level courses.. How are they doing? Not

very well.

Another postsecondary institution was having trouble getting.youth

accepted into their project because theschool would zot accept youth

with low Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. Unfortunately, this

project found'that economically disadvantaged youth applicants also

obtained low SAT scores. The operator at thissite exclaimed:

You just can't expect hard-;core disadvantaged to meet those

criteria. That's the purpose of this program--to overcome

those barriers. The school is going to have to relax those

conditions.

%Currently, this postsecondary sc ool's project staff and CETA offices

are negotiating with the school's ministrators to get the SAT restric-

tion nemoved for program participants.

Another aspect of the eligibility requirement is that of Or target

population's age as prescribed by federal laws. These laws are difficult

to interpret, are ambiguous, and limit the type of work in which youth

can participate. Yet a third operator commented in this regard:

I asked him what he thought of the federal regulations. He

said that it was frustrating because there are two sets of

child labor laws which apply to the youth participants at'the

project; one is extremely strict and limits most of the activi-

ties of the youth participants. The other set is, less dimjting

and would allow the participants to take part in more on-site

activities. The operator, of course, wants to expose the youth

to as many activities as is safely possible, but hb realizes

that he must strictly abide by the more stringent ginlidelines

until he fs told which particular set of regulations he can

use for sure.

One project modified its program to accommodate younger youth

(14-15 years old) while another project solved these problems by exclud-

ing youth under 16 yeays old. For the three project's where federal
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child labor laws posed a problem and limited project services, the

project 'staff felt these requirements impeded their ability to impaCt

on the potentially most reachable and successful participants--14 and

15 year old youth. Although the projects' problems withothe child labor

laws did not directly affect relationships with CETA, it added to the

annoyance with regulations and hence lowered their tolerance for

regulation/interference from CETA.?

CETA personnel, for the most part, did not see the eligibility

criteria as having a detrimental effect on4the programs' potential for

effecting change. One CETA administrator put CETA's position aptly:

Traditional schools do not know how to deal with.dropouts and
they do not want to deal with them. If they do not deal with
them in the school system, what haPpens is I end up dealing
with them after they have dropped out.

.The eligibility criteria represent an area Wheu the labor and

education systems have divergent opinions about the nature of youth

ft
employment. CETA, as a branch of labor, perceives the problem as

basically rooted in economics, whereas the school system"sees the

problem as indicative of learning problems which cut across the youths'

economic backgrounds. As Wurzburg noted:

The CETA-LEA conflict caused by targeting provisions is more
stubborn and irreconcilable than the academic credit conflict.

let

It is symptomatic of the divergent goals that local sponsors
and local schools serve...LEAs are'not in politically defensible
positions if they shift large amounts of resources to serving
only economically disadvantaged youth. Likewise, prime sponsors,
are not in a legally (nor in many cases, politically) defensible
position .t.o serve non-economicallY disadvantaged youth (Wurzburg,
1979, p. 8).

Demonstration status.. Cooperation and communtcation between

projects and CETA was enhanced greatly when prime sponsors helped with,

the aOministrative chores, and most importantly,:were flexible in their

interpretation of CETA regulations. One community college project
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director summed up the project's experiences:

People's lack of knowledge about CETA laws and regulations
hindets very much moving through the CETA system. Unless

the CETA system wants to be flexible or wantsapeople to know
how to move through it, you cannot. :They can throw so much
bureaucratic red tape up that they can kill a good idea in a

matter of days.

Projects perceived themse1vel4 as demonstration projects, and were

often,resentful of being held accountable to inflexible CETA regulations.

The concern with meeting requirements on the prime sponsor's part, was

felt to obscure the program's effects and outcomes, as well aa being a

hindrance to implementation. Another director noted:

CETA's lack of understanding of the overall program is a primary

stumbling block. Specialists coming in from CETA are only
paying attention to one small aspect of the program and there

is no one who understands overall what we are trying to do.
The situation is a power relationship. "We don't know their

regulations. They do. Thexelon't know our program, we do."

He guesses they need one another because of this, -but that

efforts to work together would be vastly improved if someone
were to explain to the program. in a unified way just what all

the rules on data reporting and elltibility. were, and if'comeone

there knew overall what the program's goals were.

For projects which felt that the prime sponsor did not understand

the goals of their program (these were usually the projects which

had been in operation before Youthwork funding), there was an expression

of desire to avoid these problems by bypassing prime sponsor and CETA

regulations and reporting directly to Youthwork, Inc. This desire was

expressed by projects who felt Youthwork could b More flexible and'

respected the project's status as exemp1ry and demonstrational. Since

start-up and initial implementation, prq3ct3 which have exgerienced

1

continued administrative and.reporting problems with prime sponsors

.have begun to appreciate Youthwoxk's intermediary role. A project

director said:

fJ 3
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The greatpst hindrance is that we have two very large.bureau-
cratic structures--the school and CETA (the city). As I said,
the monitor enhances it treMendously. As.does having an.outside
person, DOL/Youthwork where we can go back to the contract or
at least get another opinton if needed.

Twenty-Two Percent Incentive

Project level staff were unaware of this incentive, as were most

chool system personnel. CETA staff, with one exception, knew of this

strategy. CETA staff were divergent on how they perceived this

incentive:

CETA Director of Manpower-- "The monej was to encourage man-
power tO make use of existing agencies, to force manpower to
negotiate with schools."

Prime Sponsor-- "Thjprime s were threatened because it was'
mint1ind schoc4o had the discretioa of not participating."

Th1N1.itter sta4ment was reiterated at three other projects who

felt they would prefer not to have the CETA money. A project director

said:

As far as the future is concerned, the only wall that is set
up is the school administration hLts_spia they are not going
to set up any more programs utilizing CETA funds. They feel
the funds are so unpredictable and based on a different fiscal
year. The schools know there has been corruption associated
with CETA and they do not want people finding something wrong
within their CETA school program.

Although projects cited these problems, only the one prAtect cited

above was seriously considering discontinuing gETA funds. Most projects

needed the money too desperately for their prograM's continuation to be

too critical of the CETA funds. Although critical of many of10ETA'8

, regulations and policies, one community.college project director summed

up his projectls experien7 with CETA prime sponsors-as follows:

94
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I think it has'bqpn a learning exp nce on both sides. We

are establishing brust and good fa th. In building a liaison

relationship, it is in CETA's and che school's best interest.
We can develop more programs. I think CETA sees it that way

'as does the school.

CETA administrators are also coming to similar conclusions about the

systems working together; as one prime sponsor stated:

.I know the director better now, and the relationship seems

more positive. We worked out early problems which were
problems one often has when starting something new.

Duplication

While the CETA eligibility guidelines have created strains between

LEAs and CETA, they do work to assure that_there is no duplication of

participants from other CETA programs. If youth are particiPating in

one CETA program they are not eligible for Other CETA programs. As a

project director" said:

There is no duplication of services as the MIS form and screen-

ing takes care of that. The CETI4 intake person works to assure

that the youth are not involved in duplicated programs.

Programmically, projects felt"their unique features assured no

duplicatiOW)of services with any other service organization.

Well, compared to say other programs in existence in this
school, or any other county school, the fact that these kids
are getting academic credit for English, social studies and

math from the hours spent on the job, and the fact that they

are relating to one teacher and one aide for five hours of

their day is unique.

All but one project cited the awarding of academic credit as the

programmatic area which was not being duplicated in their community. Where

there was felt at one project to be duplication of services, it was

with an education systems program. The project administrator said:

The concept of bringing kids to college and giving them credit
io new. Where we are duplicating is in the sense of providing
opportunities to earn the GED.
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The second most often mentioned reason by projects why there.,was
TN.

no duplication of services in,their community was their ability to place

youth in the private sector.

The only opportunity it offers is that even though our'kids
are employed in the public sector, we do have opportunities
in the private'sector which other schQol pr rams do not have
the opportunity to do.

Another area which is felt to exclude duplication is II the type of

participant.

No, these kids never would have-been tapped. Our program is
probably the first time an body has ever worked with tlhem
more than three days at a fime.

c=v,

Awarding Academic Credit for Work Experience

The academic credit for work experience projects have encountered

a variety of situations and reactions from the CETA and school system

in implementing the programmatic aspecM of their projects. As Wurzburg

found:

The award'of academic credit for career development classes
and job competencies is the most visible and controversial
product of the LEA-CETA cooperation (Wurzburg, 1979, p.6).

The YETP programs seek to encourage thattarticipanto receive

academic credit for the competencies they gain from the work experience

programs. Under YETP regulation 680.14, subpart A, section 445:

Prime sponsors shall make appropriate efforts to encourage
educational agencies and postsecondary institutions to award
credit for the competencies'participanto gain from the program
(Federal Register, March 9, 1979, p. 13192).

A
CETA and the prime sponsor's role in their joint venture with the

education system has been limited to administrative)duties and monitoring

of the projects. All but one project has been left alone to negotiate

with school administration and staff personnel to award credits for

11,
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competencies youth acquire in their programs. 'Whether credits could be

,

granted, or the type,of credit'granted,
2 i.e.T basic skills or work

study/electives, wererboth iSgues the projects had to resolve with the

school sOtem. The results of their negoaations varied, depending on

-

the school system's level of support and commitment to therprograms.

Thd level of the school system's commitment to the progeam prior to

project sta'rt-up greatly influenced,the schnol system's acceptance of

the program and the awarding of credits to youth for participation in

the program. As one'LEA staff nsmber who was encountering problems

gePting credits for participants found:

Of the.10 students wbo fre participating from the school, I

have had trouble getting Credit for two. The faculty will

not Olease them from class. I have been-back and forth
arguing that they must live up to their commitment to this
'program, which means awardingcredit,to the perticipapffs.
Why am I having trouble? The original proposal committed a
grwp of people who dO not want to be committed and the
teachers think,their courses cannot be done out of the

classroom. C

Commitment froffi ehe school system during the proposal process

gfeatly enhanced the probabilities of the school system supporfing the

project. One of thein-school projects which has had the least problems

in this area was sensitive to this issue and,secured a strong commitment

.before implementation. The program operator commented:

' I knew we had to get man); people from within the school
system in agreement before we could even get the proposal

out of here.

Five projects, two in-schol, two postsecondary and one self-

contained project have encountered problems getting commitment to the

2
For a more detailed discussion qf awarding academic credit for

competencies acquired through work experience see U.S. DOL, The Awarding
of Academic Credit Under the Youth Employment and Demonstration-Act of

1977. This is a good reference on issues related to granting basic
skills credit and different models for academic credit for work exper-

-nm ience,programs.
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program and basic skills credit for the program partiqipants. The

school systems Anvolved in these projects were resistant, to the new

programs' work experience/competency, based system of granting credit.

As one school administrator said:

Oh, yes, and this relates to the school's resistance to
changes. Awarding academic credit for work experience is
truly a new opportunity in the school and the schools have
been resistant to it.\ A problem? Well, in communication
between the school and CETA--difierent goals.

One project resolved the issue of th of credit received by

participants through in-sc'hool politick ng and meetings which resulted

in the school's'eventual commitment to the program. As the principal

explained the situation:.

We are doing what other school projects have wanted to do
but have been unable to dit1,2 We give credit and the principals
and faculty have rejected projects like that until now.

The on-site observer goes on to explain how gt a school
principAls' meeting there was heated discussion on this
topic, ut the principals united and now give the project
full support and would like to see it expanded to all the
schools.

The resolutionlilhe two i cho projects and the self-contained

project was that work stud or elective credit would be received by

participants:

The principal' said, "We had trouble giving biology credit,
as it was considered 'unfair' to the biology department, so
we give learning credit instead."

Another-way a self-contained project gained commitment from the

LEA was by involving the school system in the project through communi-

cation and "borrowing" teachers. The school system was excited about

the program and supportive. As a school liaison person said:
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They are doing a lot of background research and basic curriculum
development. I expect to send our people over to go through
the materials and learn from their experiences in using mate-
rials in,the classroom. It will save time and money. By
helping us integrate a new curriculum into a new school, the
project will have'a long lasting effect on the school system.

When the school system understood the principles of the project's

'program, and when there was communication between the school system and

the project, it was easier for the projects to grant credits, particu-

larly in'the area of basic skills. One LEA groject has had trouble

getting credit for their secondary school participants because of a

lack of communication. As a project staff person said:

We have been working with the guidance counselors so far and
not the teachers, so they really do not understand everything
about the project. Yesterday a teacher found out that a
student was working at Burger King and getti4 credit in mass
media. She hit the roof.

Except for the alternative schools, most of the communic

interaction with the school system or LEA has been between 'the guidance

counselors,and the project.

The principal and the guidance department check each student's
learning contract and approve the number of credits that the
project te4cher has assigned for each competency and work
experience.

Often, for the in-school prograins and self-contained projects, the

principal is not involved in the process of granting credits for

competencies.- One principal summed up the relationship as follows:

We dealt with such things as space and equipment and sehedul-
ing, what provisions we could make from the academic portion
of the day. Those kinds of thing$, but the other off-site
activities were handled strictly by the staff in the (YETP)
program.

The field notes from another LEA site suggest much the same situation:

The principat,has had little contact with project staff. He
talks to the director about problemsjnd provides information
when reqtiested.
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Much of the discretion then, in awarding credits for competencies

acquired is left to the_school's guidance department. Similar to the

two in-school project's experiences mentioned earlier,4a self-contained

project was also not able to negotiate to get participants basic skills

credits. They had to negotiate with the LEAs'guidance counselors, and

lacking any lobbying power within the school system, had to settle for

work study credits. The guidance counselor involved stated:

I know they (the project) would like us very much to give
other kinds of, school credit other than just work study credit.
They want to give math credit or English credit and we have
not been willing to do that.

The six projects which have not had more than minor difficulties

getting credits awarded to participantd had the support at all levels

of the school system bureaucracy, whereas the remaining projects, which

were experiencing problems, only had the support of one or two levels

of the school syslem. If only one sector of the school bureaucracy,

e.g., guidance counselors, was committed to the program or interacting

with the project, then the project had difficulty getting credit for

the participantS, particularly basic skills credit.

The alternative schools have not experienced any difficulties in

awarding theonumber and type of credits they want to the participants.

It is difficult to tell whether they have not had any problems granting

credits because they were'in existance before the YETP grant and hence

had earlier worked out the potential problems, or if the state accredit-

ing procedure is more responsive to alternative modes of education.

In total, five projects have been having trouble with the LEA/

school system in achieving the type or amount of credit they want for

their program participants. From an analysis of the data, at only one

project site was the prime sponsor aware of the problem and trying to
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negotiat9 with the school administration. It appears that the remaining

four projects had not communica.ted their credit problems to the CETA

prime sponsor.

Initially, these projects may not have communicated their credit/

competency problems to their prime sponsors because they were so involved

with the start-up problems created by confusion over regulations, report-

ing and late receipt of funding. As one project director stated:

The project calls for awarding credit on the basis of com-
petencies achieved, but)due to problems in recruitment and
problems with the prime, the project has only begun to enter

this area. There just is not enough time, it Seems, to turn
around these kids, and that is what you would be trying to do.
We are five months into the project and the program is not
fully enrolled. Sode of these enrollees have only been so

for a week or so.

These projects had begun to recover from start-up and implementation

problems by Spring 1979. They are now in the process of redesigning

and strengthening their competencies and learning contract systems

through greater formalization and specificity.

Possibly, another'reason the credit issues were not communicated

to the prime was because of the project's view of the prime sponsor's

concerns. As an LEA program operator stated:

For the instructional part of the program, there is no input

from CETA. There has been no input because they probably do

not care. They see this (credit-competencies) as a nonintegral
part of the program. They see only the job training.

In several cases, the prime sponsor directly communicated to the projects

that the credit/competencies issues were out of their realm. One project

director said she was informed by CETA prime sponsor that:

The CETA office told us that they are not in the business of

education. They do not know how to educate. "Our business

iG offering trdining." He said they have been wanting very
much to have an opening in the school system, and as far as

IOJ
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he was concerned, they would help us in any way they could.
But he said that, as far as he was concerned, we (CEA)
should operate the program according to the way which we
think will best serve the kids, because we know mote about
them than he does.

Although not directly involeved in neiotiations, several CETA

primes expressed interest and concern over the granting of academic

credit, with one prime sponsor in particular saying that a replicable

competency/academic credit system would be the most valuable component

of the program. Another CETA administrator expressed similar support:

I am excited about it. I think it is a dynamite iodea, a kid
could learn math while working on someone's cash kegister.

Job site development. As is the case of academic credit negotia-

tions, job site development has also been left as the responsibility

of projects, who usually have a job development or site analyst on

their staff. Prime sponsors are not actively involved in this aspect

of the programs. Again, where projects are having difficulty finding

job sites, they work on these problems internally through their job

development person and Advisory/Manpower boards as opposed to seeking

assistance from the prime sponsor. Projects which were operating before

Youthwork funding were aj an advantage as they.already. had job sites

developed from previous years of operation. Projects do not consult

CETA on job site problems because they are trying1to develop sites in

the private sector, the sector most projects prefer, and where CETA does

not have experience or developed sites. Private sector job sites are

seen as preferable by most projects to public sector placements because

they offer more unique opportunities for youth. As a unique featureeoer--

their projects, the operators are excited about the job placement

possibilities in this sector.



Two projects are involved in only making placements in the public..

sector. One peoject is probably utilizing this sector because it was

easiest for them to use the sites the ptime sponsor had developed and

shared with them. The other project would have liked to make private

sector placements, but because of the local area's tight job market,

was unable to find sites. At this same project there was also conflict

with the prime sponsor over public sector placements as CETA officials

would not let the project develop job sites where they (CETA) were

placing other CETA program participants. In this case,-the relationship

between CETA and the prOect had been strained for a long time. Work

site competition was probably indicative of their inability to get

along, as well as indicative of the tight lob market.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Learning to understand CETA regulations, fiscal and participant

reporting requirements consumed much time at the project level and

created a strained relationship between CETA prime sponsors and projects

during the first six months of operation. Programmatic variablep such

as refining competencies, learning contracts, and working with the

participants was secondary to time spent on learning CETA compliance

responsibilities.

Recommendations to DOL

Fiscal calendars of the school and CETA systems should match.
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Sok

Eligibility_guidelines, reporting mechanisms and other CETA

regulations and requirements should be clearly understood

BEFORE the project begins.

Recommendations to Youthwork

Paperwork should be reduced by consfaidating and coordinating

CETA and Youthwork, Inc. lorms.

Any changes in Youthwork's or CETes forms, reporting requirements

or regulations should be clearly communicated to concerned parties

before expected implementation.

The CETA income eligibility requirements have excluded many youth

Barticipants who the LEA feel could benefit from the academic credit for

work experience programs. CETA primarily serves only economically dis-

advantaged youths, while LEAs must serve the total local youth population.

Hence,there is a difference of opinion between the two systems on who

is, or should be, the target population. LEAs have not, in the past, used

income criteria as a means of selecting youth participants for their

programs and are.uncomfortable in doing GO for the YETP programs.

Recommendations to Youthwork, Inc. and DOL

Participant income eligibility requirements should be reexaMined

and made more flexible. Academic as well as economic indices should

be considered in`the targeting provisions.

ar
Th0 YETP academic credit for work experience projects perceived

their exemplary and demonstrational status to mean they could be

(
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innovative and modifiable. Being held accountable to all CETA

regulations and requirements made teir programs inflexible and strictly

str9ctured. Project creativity was stifled and projects resented CETA

fA- not respecting their demonstration status.

Recommendation to Youthworit, Inc.

Project and CETA staff should have clarified for them before

implementation of programs what "demonstration project" and

"innovative program" means and entails.

Being allowed to develop job sites in both the public and private

sector was advantageous for projects. They could develop new sites in

the private sector which they considered more tailored to participants'

needs and innovative than public sector sites. Yet retaining the ability

to place in the public sector where there were already sites developed

by CETA, continued to be of highest importance. Thus programs could

expand their placement opportunities all the while relying on public

sector placements to provide the majority of their sites.

Recommendation to Youthwork, Inc.

Project choice 1 placement and job site development in the

puglic and private sector should be retained.

Institutions of higher education have'experienced problems finding

income eligible youth to be served by their programs. In one situation

college academic admiosion requirements screened out many potential

participanto, and in another college it wao found that their school'o

program was not de61gned to serve participants' remedial education

needs. Many, participants lacked'a high school diploma and consequently,
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could not tike advantage of the higher education offered them. The

third college has recruited only a small number of paxticipants to

serve at their higher education site.

Recommendation to Youthwork, Inc.

CETA income eli ibilit criteria nd institutions of hi her

education's admission criteria shoul be reexamined o make

the program more accessible to participants.

1 th;



CHAPTER FIVE

CAREER INFORMATION

A pessimistic view emerges from studies that try to isolate caieer

information factors involved in labor market success. Kohen and Parnes

(1970) found that educational attainment and labor market information

influence the labor market difficulty experienced by some youth. However,

they speculate that their study may really measure intelligence rather

than labor market information (p.111). Bathman, O'Malley, and Johnston

(1978) also state that educational attainment helps predict job success,

but conclude that personal characteristics such as family background,

ability, values, attitudes,and early (pre-high school) educational

experiences, "...have a greater total impact on job status than does

educational attainment" (p..209). These conclusions are similar to lines

of argument in the Coleman, et al. study (1966), and the Jencks, et al.

study (1972).

Rather than assume that luck, personal characteristics, or intelligence
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will determine the lot of youth, the twelve career information eXem*Ary

projects sponsored by uthwork, Inc. propose alternative.approaches to

teaching youth About the world of work. The grojects integrate in varyigg

...)

degrees new knowledge an experiences of work into that already gained

0"
-from personal experiences, attitudes, and values with family, school, and

community. The "applicaxion guidelines" (U.S. Department of Labor, 1978)

establish a focus for the projects:

Exemplary programs should help young people learn about their
awn abilities, interests, and Preferences as well as providingr
occupational informationwpich ranges from occupational outlook
information to information about specific licensing and certifi-
cation requirements, particular.work environments and major tasks
and responsibilities of different jobs. Such programs help youth
make more realistic career plans by integrating inbormation about
job openings, job requirements, and educational and training
opportunities which can help youth reach their career goals
(pp.12-13).

The application guidelines stress that the projects albo demonstrate

"successful ways of coordinating, managing, and operating ouch programs"

(p.13). A May 1978 krwledge development panel for this focus area

sponsored by Youthwork, Inc. elaborated on the need for information about

linking career guidance to the entire educational program of btudents as

a priority for knowledge development:

Guidance counselors will never have enough eonta,it time with
students to provide what they need. Teachers have many hours with
Aldents and can comnand their attention. Community facilitators
of student-careei. exposure can have high credibility. Parents
generally have more time and influence with students than anyone.
It is important to learn effective ways to integrate these five
kinds of human resources, the career information and the school
curriculum (Francis U. Macy, pp.3-4).

A basic assumption of the Youthwork effort is that the exemplary programs

should be integrated into existing services.

This issue of linkages formed between the projects and the

educational systems is the pTincipal topic of this chapter. CETA's

1 0 3
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function in developing the link between the programs and the school

will be explored, as will the extent to which different programmatie

models are absorbed, rejected, or ignored by the educational system.

DescriOtiam-of Sites

Five typesof educational organizations operate the career information

projects:

Program Operato

TABLE 1

or Career Information Projects

program operator projects

local eduCation agencY 2

consortium 2

private orlon-profit 3

community college 4
,

prime sponsor./ 1

edyhe two local education a enci (LEAs) aie school districts, one in an

urban city of slightly under 1,000,000 people, the other in a small city

of under 75,000. The two consortia represent anstanceS of school districts

working together on the grant. One,rural project joins three separate

districts of uhder 20,000 each, while the otherunites.36 districts.in a

metropolitan area of over 2,000,000. Two of the three non-profit organi-

zations and one prime SPonsor manage programs for school districts in

population areas of over 100,000. The of the non-profit organizations
..

serves a Small city of under 50,000. The four community collegee serve

metropolitan-areas of over 100,000, two of which are over 1,000,000. This

4b

overview reveA1 that three projects operate in cities or rural areas of

(tcl-

(

-'-o-s \rider A00,600, a five operate in metropolitan areas of ovei 1,006,000.
. ,

The geographic distribution Includes three projeots on lihe east coast,
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three in the South and Southwest, fouran the kidwest, and twU-in the

West. Career information projeCts are found in 11 states.
0 .

The program activities (Table 2). Afered by the operatorg suggests

the widerariety of services within programs as well as within type of

operator. Services here listed as qntensive" include career information

in some form, peer Cbunseling,iand apprenticeships. Career information

4 It
indicates that the youth attend a series of classes or werkshops where

-they learn about careers, their own interests and abilities, and/or skills

involved in securihg that firstb, such as'intergralagphoning, and

dressing appropriately. The skilrs extend to a varying'degreg into.

related areas such as personaLdecision Making, child care, and family

counseling. It becomes increasingly difficult to categorize these

activities, partivularly in the case of two programs where the youth'

remain for the total day, beause ths counseling and curriculum develop
a

as the staff becomes more aware'of individual client's needs:

P'ive sites, including three colleges, train or will train youth to

counsel thett peers in the,ateas mentioned under career information.

Nine projects feature apprenticeships, which include a wide range of

on-the-job work experiences for the youth, such as peer counseling,

clerical jobs for the project, as well as positions in a day care

facility, a hospital, a newspaper office, or a museum.

Youtk;= receiving intensive services are paid for their participation

4.

in the exemplary program at all but two sites. One site is an alternative

school, and the other site reimburses local businessmen for their

partitipation rather than the students. The paid youth are classified as

CETA-eligible, and thetefore are.part of the targeted population for

the projects.. The target population currently receiving intensive

services ranges from 21'to 103, and totals 543 students-.
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- TABLE 2

Youth Services in Career Information Projects

- .

operator
# of
sites

Intensive Youth Services Non-Intensive
Youth Services

/
target

actual*/
proposed

o
tIA
0

.1-4

tl

li)

co
0

-1-1

r-I
(1)

03
0
0
0
u
t

&

a
.1-4
,0
m
W
C.)

.1-1
.1-)

g
til

g.

0
o

.1-1
.I..)

M
la.

.1-1

u
..1

Zit
ag

.

target
actual*/
proposed

M

t
m
co

1(-1

tl

4J
0
15)

LEA , 1

2

consortium 1

,

?

prime 1

sponsor

community 1

college
4:,....

2

3

4

non-profit 1

organization
2

c"3

1

1 .

4

3

1.

5

1

1

NA

19 '

1

5

103/300

93/130

21/NA

NA/90

61/350

55/55

0

43/250

0/240
4

8/20

59/50
_

100/100

.4.

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

0

0

NA/1000

NA

0

604/600

0/2000

0

0/800

NA/2400

0

1500/1500

x

.

x

x

x

x

x

.

x

.

x ,

x

x

*Actual target as of April 30, 1979, based on MIS data, proposals,
protocols, and conversations with observers.

NA = not available.
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"Non-intensive" services indicate situations where youth receive

brief exposure to some type of career information, such as using a

computer in a career information center to locate a possible job, browsing

through pamphlets on a tablrin a career information center, or seeing a

movie on sex-role stereotyping as part of an English class presentation.

In the latter instance three sites offer career information training

sessions to regular classroom teachers. Sudhteachers are encouraged to

incorporate career information materials and_icleas into their on-going

curriculum.

Numbers of students receiving or intended to receive non-intensive

services in Table 2 are substantially higher (N=1804) than those receiving

intensive servicese however, youth receiving non-intensiye services are not

necessarily CETA-eligible. Two sites operated by non-profit organizations'

encountered opposition from the school authorities when faced with filing

financial forms'on their students. One case resulted in anonymously

numbered MIS forms for Youthwork, and the named original stored in a

school vault. This will allow numbers of CETA-eligible to be checked if

a court order requires it. Another sate 4ecided to approximate the

percentage of CETA-eligible by the schteol percentage. Protocols from a

third site indicate vagueness and uncertainty aboutthe eligibility of

students on the part of staff completing the forms.

Five exemplary projects base their career information operations in

one public school or community college. A sixth temporarily operated in

f/

unoccupied pu

'

lic school space until their storefront location for job

seeking ski ls classes became available. The remaining six projects have_

multiple sites. The two consortia both operate programs out of three

high schools, and one manages additional project activities at a teenage

1 1 2
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parenting facility housed in an elementary school. One community college

and one non-profit organization both operate programs in five high schools.

Another non-profit organization attempts to operate programs in schools

under the supervision of 9 distriCt superintendents. The fourth community

college operates programs through six high schools, the college and two

counseling centers.

FINDINGS

CETA/School.Communication and Collaboration

Communication channels between the projects, the operators, and

CETA vary across the 12 sites. The key adtors involved in

reporting, problem solving, information beeking, and contract monitoring

are not in identical positions, and, in.fact, the styles of communication

differ according to the number of sites at ihe project, the location of

authority for the project, and the size of the metropolitan area. Five

projects (two LEAs, two consortia, and one non-profit) have had success-

ful relationships where communication channels enhanced project implementation

from the outset. These five projects initially eetablished both a

I
mutually clear mediating role between t project, the school system and

CETA, as well as a 'clear purpose of the roject in relation to the school

system. Of the remaining seven projects, two (community colleges) have
.t.'

more recently begun to.resolve issues raised by unclear mediating roles.

,)Tw projects (one prime and one non-profit) have aimed at some resolution
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about project authority. Three projects, two operated by comnunity

colleges and one by a non-profit organization, still grapple with the

relationship of the project to the schools and CETA.

Mediating roles. Interviews and observations by the on-site observers

revealed that a key actor at each exemplary project plays the role ofo

"mediator" on behalf of the project when interacting with CETA and the

schools. These mediators attempt to resolve issues arising from contract

monitoring, most frequently about the budget, and ambiguities surrounding

CETA eligibility. They also report progress toward goals and objectives

to various concerned constitutencies. The mediators occupy a variety of

positions, including director of occupational education for a school

district, project director, project coordinator, director of youthf

programs, executive director of a school, principal of a school. These

positions are located in two places, either in the administrative hierk;rchy

of the project operator, or directly at the project site.

An effective mediator for all organizational types buffers the

bottleneck that DOL regulations may have on the delivery of services at the

project site. He/she allows the exemplary project staff ho focus attention

on implementing project goals by, personally intervening between the

project and the other delivery systems whin pressures or demands from

them may interfere with day to day functioning\ One mediator, also the

executive director of a non-profit organization, defined his role as

follows:

With the school system, it tas mainly teen involvement with the
superintendent of schools and the sch ol board, to make sure that
the project is attaining its original oals and objectives. There
have Wen some probleis on-going since we have received our grant,
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in terms of start-up initially and since then the development of
getting other students in the project who were not directly
related to the special education program. We have been able
to work that out through the superintendent. With CETA, it is a
direct relationship with the fiscal department, the executive
irector, and the youth planner, to make sure the project is

me its goals and objectives and meeting.the fiscal requirements,
and also that the clients are meeting the eligibility criteria. The
nitty-gritty systematic program operations are handled by the
project coordinator.

Because the communication channels between the systems are operating

smoothly, the project coordinator mentioned above can focus on implententing

the program.

The five projects (two LEAs, two consortia, and one non-profit), that

started-up by enrolling youth shortly after signing contracts with Youth-

work, have mediators outside and within the project. Three mediators

were among the primary writers of the proposal, and all five indicate an

11
f

understanding. of heir 'project goals., One consortium and one non-profit

0 organization are running CETA grants for the first tfile.

Only one of these five mediators is responsible foi the Aay to day

operations at the projec.t.. Another 'mediator is also director of occupational

education, two are direc:56 of projects wAl multiple.sites, and a fifth

is a coordinator hired to serve as mediator betweed three superintendents

and CETA.

Th role of one of these five mediators is described by one of the

four site directOrs under his supervision.

The project director/mediator has helped the job placement
person dn letter wr.iting and organizing her.time better. The
job placement person_was a very good PR person, but needed
some guidance filmabim in these other areas. He sat right down
witb her and worked with her. He is always there,when a
prablem comes up.. The high school had had funding moblems with
various aspects of its program.. Specifically, the hflffi school
had problems with the e uipment for the child care center.
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They wanted to get good equipment. It was expensive equipment,
and he came up with more money through a local city university
in getting a grant from them. He seems to, therefore, play the
'role of a trouble shooter, of a liaison person who helps out with
specific problems when asked.

The site director explained she dealt with the curriculum, but also this

on-site observer has recorded numerous observations of instances where

she counsels students about their experiences in and out of the program.

The project director/mediator supports her in these activities by providing

the technical assistance aeeded to develop and maintain the program.

The other dimension this project director/mediator's role is the

aforementioned communication with CETA. The CETA administrator with

414, I ipwhom he communicates descrieed the way they work together:

Well, as far as program operation, they do it. Administration,
they do it. The project director and I try to talk to
each other a couple times a week. When he needs something he
calls me, when I need something, I call him. Or he will call the
liaison betweefi our office and hip (consortium). He will call
her.

Notice.that the CETA administrator mentiqned the liaison person, but

contact between the4ptoject and the CETA offices do no'Kecessarily pass

through her offices. One of the five project mediators also serves as

the project director and principal of a small alternative school. The

on-site observer reports:

41%

sjhe feels in order to "get the job done" it is important to go.
"straight to the source" so she frequently contacts the prime
sponsor directly through phone calls and letters--mostly the
latter for clarification and information--so records can be more
easily kept. e prime sponsor has been very\helpful in
explaining, c1ar4fying, and inlerpreting various guidelines
and regulations .

The mediating r e assumed by this project director is clearly the

most ef cient w4y of handling questions on paperwork for thie project

4
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as this is a smaller LEA project with one site, working within one school

system. She manages the competing demands of her various roles, but does

also volunteer that separate people in the roles of principal and

project director would "make the program more ideal."

In two projects operated.by community colleges the mediators who are

also project directors find that the simultaneous demands of clearing

channels between systems and implementing goals are formidable. One

project director resignedlecause of personal frustration. The second

expends total energy responding to DOL eligibilty requirements, at the

cost of not having time to translate program goals to a staff who an ously

await direction. It should be noted that the project met the anticipated

target requirements, but staff expressed disappointment and disillusion-

ment with how this was done. One staff member enterred into this tirade

during an advisory committee meeting:

Wheq I originally joined with you on this project, I was originally
A thinking about a pilot and exemplary project to provide career

services to youth. I've got a system already set up. This stupid

/

logging in and intake form is hurting my program of providing

I

career services. What am I supposed to do, worry about the formpa, more
than about the services I'm supposed to give? I've got to put up
with 18 months of this Mickey Mouse stuff?

The two project directors/mediators at the community colleges

were enmeshed in much larger bureautratic structures than the, director/

mediator of the alternative school,and consequently, they found little

time for developing both system relationships and project goals. One

project director indicated a lack of knowledge about project goals and a

preoccupation with CETA reporting requirements in this response to an

on-site observer:

The project director then proceeded to explain that the goals\tind
objectives hadn't been stated yet, tINt his first concerns

1 1 '7
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were with deadlines and quotas, and that the goals and objectives
would crystalize as the project proceeded.

At the end of April the project director announced to the advisory

committee that they met the projected quotas for the first DOL reporting

quarter. As the meAing progressed, tension mounted between CETA

representatives, the paraprofessional and five high school directors who want

program direction, and the director who needs to continue meeting quotas

but also wants to respond with more program direction. The on-site

obDerver reports:

One high school director then claimed that his paraprofessional
was trying to do too much, more than she could because no one told
her what her objectives were to be. A second high schoot
director complained that there was really a lack of communication
in this advisory committee, that' ttle proposal had been written
before the committee had been assembled, "there waa some input, but
the proposal made a fait accompli, but we don't know what it is."

The project director responded, in what appeared to me to be a
battle to keep his compost:re. "I'm giving good articulation of
what our contract is all about. r want to know what your relation-
ahips and expectations are." He then explained the purpppA of the
program plan'sheets which the paraprofeapional was to uS6 with the high
school directora, to develop a projea=*de statement of goals
and objectives.

A third high school Are tor then applauded, saying that "Ii to now,
,

the left hand.doesn't kn w what the right hand is doing. I'm
developing my own progra because I don't know what you re°doing...

liSk

A

Th

,c!

e general committee exp ased agreement with that asses ant?,

and .r3 the mood seemed to Iivite complaints, the second high
school director criticized he supposed link between education
and the DOL, saying, "The fact that I am always detailing and
documenting curtails my effectiveness. It's alwaYs a battle of
the numbera. Our total effectiveness is going to be cut down."

This meeting initiated a procedure to be used for goal clarification,

yet the resolutions will.come slowly. The project staff responsible
t4.

for working with.the youth and high school directors looked for programmatic

leadership from the project director/mediator, and they did not feel a

sense of collective purpose.

ago,41'4
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In the five projects mentioned earlier that experienced an

initially successful start-up, staff exhibiied behaviors indicating

a sense of purpose about the project, or understood'their own

goals within the one site ofa multiple site project. Though some

project teachers felt removad from stated project goals or, in instances

when they did not know what the goals were, they were not paralyzed

by this, and often formulated their own goals. The role functions of

. ,

the responsive mediators at these five sites allowed them tb have the

time and energy to do this.

Project purpose in relation to the delivery systems. The 'project

purpose must be clear and mutually accepted by the delivery syotems. The

five pfojects operated by the two LEAs, the two consortia of school

districtsand One non-profit organization experienced no or limited

resistance from the schools involved. These five projects link them-

...0

selves to Ite existing educational systems along three dimensions:

strengthening the existing services for the target youth; adding new

programs using both old and new staff; adding.new programs and new staff.

Four of the five projects strengthen existing services for the

target population. The two consortia and one non-profit organization

involve classrooni high school teachers in training,sessions, oriented

toward helping them integrate career information into their curriculum.

Teachers are reimbursed for participation in these sessions. One LEA

project attempts to increase the awareness of and understanding for youth

-

in their project by invorving pubic school teachers, counselors,

administrators, and the family and the youth employment service in

discubsions, both formal and informal, about progress of individuals
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and decisions about their future directions once their stay in the program

ends. f-

The same four projects also add new programs to the educational

services, using both former and new staff from the schools. Such programs

include career information centers for one non-profit and two consortia,

and an alternative LEA school. One consortium added a job counselor

and a day care center to a school for pregnant and new mothers. Another

consortium provides work experience for youth at the schools, using

existing staff as counselors.

Ote non-profit, and the fifth project, an LEA, added new programs

and new staff. The LEA bussesohigh school youth t'o a storefront center

for training in job-seeking skills, and'will help them locate jobs. The

non-profit provided work experience for 100 high school youth, basing

their operation frim the five-high schools in the'school district.

The various components of the five projects reqhired different'"P

degreet offabsorption into and acceptance by the existing school staff

and systems. Where the school districts, community colleges, and/or

(43---A db not agree on the terms of the project, the project fails to be

implemented, or encounters resistance which results in lengthy negotiations

before anything can happen. The remaining five projects not yet

discussed in the previous section oh mediating roles enter this

category. They are operated/by one prime, two non-profit organizations
\

and two community colleges.

Two projects, one operated ka prime sponsor, the otherrby a

min-profitlyr.ganization for high school age youth, encountered

difficulty gaining accese to youth and teachers as clients for thdlr

programs. A substantial amount of time.has been spent on the part of4the

1 2
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mediators trying to convince the schools that t project is worthwhile

for them, and that they should participate. The authority of both

operators to run the project is being actively questioned by the teachers

and administrators in both school districts, and suspicion and mistrust

are barriers to implementation.

A non-profit operator hoped to train teachers, but the teachers and

school administrators blocked training efforts until they could

negotiate the terms of the training. During the negotiations, the operator

redirected its efforts toward CETA youth workers. Evidence to date

indicates no clear resolution with the school teachers and administrators.

The source of low level of collaboration between the prime sponsor

operator and the school district manifested itself at one.meeting between

the CETA youth programs adminititrator 11-1d a member of the board of

education from the school district. The school offic'ial expressed -

exasperation at the amount of programmatic control exerted by the CETA

official. He finally exclaimed:
\

Let us as a subcontractor spell the.program out and determine what
is to be achieved. Give it to us and we'll deliver.. It's this
inter-administration thing that takes upka lot of time.

Therschool Administrator indicates that the district would like the

opportunity to administer a project designed by them, and could do it

if given the chAnce.

Behind this inability to collaborate more freely exists a long term

mistrust of CETA and government programs on ihe part of the board of

education. One school district representative described that mistrust

when refusing to sign a contract for help his system would provide

CETA in a workforce survey:
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41.

We have the capacity to get it accomplished, it doesn't have the
higheSt priorityt but we'll get it through. We are most tesitant
to sign a formal contract because the board of education members
don't go along with the Ldea of involvement with CETA. It just
isn't a good issue to bring before the board. The informal
way is the only way we will deal with you. And you'll have to
trust us. We want the information and we realizd what it can do
for us and the community but there is no authorization to put .

forth hny manpower monies in getting the project accomplished.
We have recently elected a board member whp- is really anti-
government involvement, and if he got win& of this we would have
a real problem on our hands. So, we won't even consider bringing
a non-financial agreement, that requires the board's signature,
to them.

Thus the tension continues. The board needs funds, as indicated else-
,

where, and needs help with the target youth. But.certain attitudes of

members towards involvement in CETA programs, and a need for more control

aver monies to be spent caution them against involvement. And the prime
<,

,

needs to invest monies on in-school programs for youth, as illustrated

in the 22 percent section of this report.

A resolution to this conflict occurred during late April and May,

1979. The prise sponsor will phase out their rold'of operating youth

programs, and begin to provide technical assistance to Aler operators,

4
such as !he schools who secure grants.

Anather non-profit organization experienced somewhat tedious

deCision making atthe outset, but as.the school districts began to trusr

their project's intent, and as the project began to move carefully

and adhere to school distriat policy, the project gained their trust, and

no longer had to check each decision. The project director explains the

dimensions of the problem:

'The problems we hhve had with communication are that there are three
administrators, one from the school system, onp'from CETA, an8 one
from thlwprojeot, that are directly involved with the decision,:-
making process. Our peablem ha's been the time that these three
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4

individuals have been-able to'gettogether. We have had more
problems with directly'working with the superintendent of schools,
because certainly our project is only h small,part of this operation,
and we are nor aiRabsolute priority at all times, and when we do
work out a time ib meet we hope to accomplish many things.

He later continues: I think what has ehhanced .the communication
has been that all three major administrators are seeing the
potential long-range effects on the program and we have felt that
there will have to be sacrifices in terms of time and effdrt to
make it successful and we arevery willing to cooperate. Slowly
but surely, a lot of the authority in making these things have
been delegated to others with a mechanism of communicating back to

4
uS on a regularly scheduled basis....

I
The above comments by the project director indicate a flux dver time ITN>

the developing relationships-and responsibilities of the key aCtors.

Unlike the former non-profit organization and prime sponsor, this

operator had secured legitimate authority for serving the needs of certain

youth. ar

The two remaining community college operato s as yet do not.have

youth enrolled. Both of these community colleges and one mentioned

earlier underwent extensive contract negotiations with DOL before contracts

could be eigned. Two signed ie,_December and one in February. One urban

project has involved the board of education for the high schools, a

community college, and the Depar5ment of Employment in negotiations about

budgets and staff positions since the contract was signed in December.

The on,-site observer describes the negotiations as tedio0s, time consuming,,

and trying on everyone's patience. Not.one student has been employed or

received a service as of May 30. .The coordinators came on board in

March.

The second community college project started hiring staff in January,

and has been cautiously implementing the program since.that time. At

the drid of Januaiy the observer reported:
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The new projeCt airector joted the following progress to date:
a) two new connselors hired for the project, b) two /counselors-

\ transferred in from Other-programs without replacemknts, one 1
. from a handicapped program, one from the counseling and guidance

department. 4 6

The project.director is now seeking particular project support from
the dean of sludent ser'Vices and the director of counseling as well
as sulort from the handicapped program.

He appears to be approaching:project implementation in a cautious,
but deliberate manfier. He is pbviously aware of campus politics
and appears to be trying to muster a network of support Without
jeopardizing or threatening other elements needed in the project.
Th3s approach appears to be consistent with the prevailing
Proposition la atiosilhete on campus which is evidenced by the
obvious protective attitude by all segments of the college regarding
position reassignments and new programs..

0

Steps continued to be taken to 0Sure the appropriate authorities in the

college that ,the project was not dup1444ting existing services. At the

beginning of Marelf minority staff at the college expressed concern

that an appropriate minority person be included On the project.

-

Meanwhile, the staff was being trained. The on-site obierver noted t6e

following in-service 'Session:.
111,

Mdst of the comments made during the second half hour session focused

on how to functionally and structurally make the prOgrgm work.
Understanding the program model was said to be essential, as well as-

understanding the "how to do it aspect" of the program. Points

were detailed regarding lines of authority, and accountability

was heavily stressed. The projeft director expressed that he knew

there would probably be a few problems with unauthorized requisitions

and that he intended to keep a close check on where the,project
requests were originating.- He mentioned that although the start-up

planning and in-Service were time consuming, they were, nevertheless,

essential to the success of the project. He reiteiated that key
'project participants, particularly the core counseling staff, must

understand the what, how, and why of every detail of the program.

loWard the end of March the observer noted to the project director

/-
that there were some concerns in the communitY and in the CETA office that

actUal employment ought to be taking place. The direCtor acknowledged the
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concerns, adding that resistance was coming from the counseling center

and the,college in general because "...the project was beginning to be

viewed as a 'change agent." For a cost-effective system, the project

depends in part onpractical services from the present counselors. By

April the project secured help from two minority program staff on a part-

time basis.

Af this point, acceptance of the project by the director of the
minority program and his staff is essential for inclusion in
the summer efforts of the minority program, which, in itself, is
indicative of how critical and interdisciplinary effort is and will
be to the project's survival and success.

After this meeting, the project was now ready to recruit 10-12 peer

counselors for training, and they in turn would hylp 75-100 summer

participants with guidance.

This narrative of one community callege site helps explain the

lengthy implementation process involved in integrating the exemplary

program into existing services. College staff having a stake in the day-

to-day operation of the project want to make it work. We can speculate

that the degree of ownership experienced by the college staff may have

a long range impact on changes brought to the system. But that long

range integration into and impact on the'system will not be measurable for

several years. More immediate judgments can be made about the costs of

implementation, which take into' account the time involved in learning the

modelithe numbers of students served, and the extent of commitment on

the part of the community college staff.

Twenty-Two Percent Incentive

Key aCtors at nine sites were asked whether the 22 percent incentive

-thad the in'tended effect.of bringing schools and CETA together.
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The superintendent/operator for one LEA project and his prime

sponsor view the CETA youth monies available as providing opportunities

to create new services for youth. The prime reported that 80 percent

of the YETP monies are spent on crenting new programs in his schools for

the target group. The on-site observer reported:

He feels that the 22 percent incentive gave "for the first time
impetus to all three public school systems for having an under-
standing of CETA programs for youth." Although they were aware
of CETA summer programs, he doesn't think there was an awareness
of the role the schools could play in the program to train and
employ. CETA went to the schools and explained but at first there
was not the involvement and unddtstanding there is now. It is

becoming more clear he feels, that CETA can be a natural "bridge
or transition between school and work" and that the two can work

well together for youth.

The superintendent of one of the districts uses such monies to run new

programs for the target youth, and to change what his school can do.

Two operators, one community college and one LEA, indicated that the

.incentive reinforced or encouraged linkages that were.already existing.

At LEA administrator described this encouragement to an on-site observer:

He (the administrator) was pretty strong in stating that prior to
this working relationship with the Youthwork, CETA, and the prime

sponsoi, that his district had an outstanding working relationship
with all of these people and that the 22 petcent incentive simply
reinforced this good working relationship.

Respondents from five sites, which included two consortia, one prime

operator, one community college, and one not-for-profit organization,

indicated that the incentive did not bring the systems together. One

of the consortia is presently working with CETA through the exemplary

project for the first time. -The districts it represents have not had any

previous involvement with the prime sponsor.

-

One prime sponsor who also o0erates programs for youth mentioned

the difficulty in doing outthide the schools because of the way
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he interprets the regulations for spending youth monies. On the other

hand, as explained in the previous section, the school district in his

area is hesitant to involve themselves in CETA programs because of tfieir

negative image. He knows that the schools need money, and he continues

to entice them to take his money for certain purposes. The following

quote from his presentation to a board of education representative

illustrates this process:

I'm saying that with our successful lay counselor career education
program and positive reaction from all involved in the 'schools
that you might want to take advantage of this success ankhelp
your counselors do a better job with your students. They obviously
don't have the time, but we can provide with our 22 percent monies
a viable program that would help students and counselors in our
schools.

The key actors involved in the not-for-profit organization's project

in a large urban area explained further that the 22,percent monies go to

community based organizations (CB0s), and that only one high school

receives money. The CETA official explained that the YETP 22 percent

intended to service in-school youth works out in'reality as a non-financial

agreement with the schools. The CETA system in this case serves the

public schools by helping keep their students who are "drop-out prone" in

school by providing both work experAince and a General Education Diploma.

He explained the leverage that the CETA system employs by providing this

min-financial agreement rather than financial for new positions, materials,

or other program.

Observer: "What happens if it's a negotiable issue? IThat if .

school B, for example,-said they would do an agreement with you?
They would sign a CB0-14A agreement but they wanted it to be
financial, and they didn't want the non-financial agreement?"

CETA administrator: "Well, they could do.that; however, what
we would do is go to our CHO where they had 25 kids in a manpower
development program, 10 kids in another progfam and we would just
tell them it just so happens that there's not foom forcthese kids in
these programs'anymore."
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(The observer comments0 In other words, he was aayIng that,

politically, it could be negotiated and that they had enough
powersto direct a school in the direction they wanted them VD go.

This example of a non-financial agreement has implications for who

staffs the programs, and 'for the program's impact on the schools. The

schools no longer have to worry about this target group who are "taken

care of" by the CB0s. Another administrator in the same system said:

The school has to respond to the majority of the taxpayers, the

majority of t4 representatives on the school board who are not
in the most cases minority; therefore, it becomes a human nature
problem in that they just can't appeal toand meet the needs of

minority and low-income kids, as well as they can middle-class kids.
In contrast, the General Education Diploma people are street
people teaching street people. He said that CETA was succeeding
in keeping kids in school, kids are getting their high school'

graduation requirements behind them and they're get,ting trained

for jobs.

The question of leverage and systemic change in the schools again

enters into discussion. Should use of CETA monies require that the schools

change how they relate to the target population, or allow the schools

to subcontract another party to take care of the target population while

they continue to reach only the middle class? One LEA views the 22 percent
0.

incentive as a starting point of new programming opportunities for the

target group in their system.

Duplication of Services

The.Youthwork exemplary prOjects were to have one or more unique

featUres not already offered in fheir community. This is true only if the

definition of what is "Unique" is accepted according tO the poinpsOf view

of the proposal authors. By examining their working definitions of service

coordination as demonstrated by each of the exemplary projects, we have

an idea of how they arrive at the point of view and its accuracy as to

the lack of duplicarion of effort.
I.,
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Service coordination. The four college operators see themselves as

coordinating agencies, tapping existing resources within their system to

run their project. This explains the sense of frustration Over_lengthy

negqiations experienced by the project directors, and th

start-ups across the board in these proiects. The frame of reference for

servide coordination centers on resources offered and to be developed

within the colleges in two cases, and between the colleges and the high

schools in two other cases.

The two consortia and thMe non-profit operators demonstrate styles

or coordinating services for youth from several school districts.

One rUral consortium representing three separate school districts submitted

a grant to run programs through each of their respective districts. Their

one-third time project coordinator/mediator expedites federal money into

their systems, and lessens the amount of paperwork for each.

-nhe other consortium and three non-profit operators all depend on

their ability to get grants that allow them to continue their programs

which serve unthet needs of youth in schools. The consortium secures grants

for several school)districts, one non-profitprganization specializes in

contracts for career information programs, another tries to get contracts

to bring business and the schools together, and a fourth serves the

handicapped. All four have a stake in securing grants each year, and each

has the resources to respond to RFPs within the short DOL deadline. 'AB

'mentioned in the section on communication channels, these operator

models, the consortium and non-profit organization, should secure

legitimate authority to enter the schools before getting a grant. Also

their position in relation to the schools requires that they be sensitive

to services already offered by the system. One on-site observer of a
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non-profit organization's projett uncovered a parallel CHO work experience

program already in operation. The exemplary project did not know of

its existence, and therefore was not tapping its resources.
,

Two LEA operators work closely with the primes. One demonstrates

a high degree of coordinatlon of services, involving parents, the

Youth Emploiment Service, the'high school and theiproject. The project

offers a temporary stopping point for yoqth in trouble at school, and

provides special services until the youth are ready to re-enter the

other delivery systems be it employment or more schooling.

The key actors in the schools and CETA identified three dimensions

for discussion of the unique features of the exemplary programs.

(1) They stated that while similar programs may be available in their

"systems, they are not used by the CETA-eligible target group. (2) Every-

one identified some program activity that was new, along the dimensions

of Table 2. (3) When speaking about the program activity and when

reading observations of day-to-day operations at the sites a special

quality of staff-youth relationships and work emerges from the data. A

current research agenda for career information on-site observers is to

conduct interviews with 20 youth at each of the 12 projects about their

experiences in the prokrams, and its impact on them.

Project Administrative Demands

The project operator was congratulated on the lack of paperwork
by everyone. He stated his office would be a conduit for the
paperwork to the regional office'and would try to do much of the
paperwork so that the sites would not have to and could get their
real work done.

Every site experienced the drain in varying degrees of filling out

forms, interketing the regulations, and then receiving a new, updated

13o
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version of regulations that they must reinterpret. The project illustrated

above had a project director who-defined his primary rdle as the

paperwork mao_fir thesmulti-site project under his direction. To achieve.

ji
a successful initiation of a program, our evidence strongly suggests that

one of the Aey)actors for each-program must assume responsibility for

assuring that documenting occurs, regulations are understood, monies

not et received are on the wa and ambi uities are lessened or tolerdted.

The voluminous dmount of paperwork contributes in part to the

negative image that CETA Llds for many of the operators. Operators like

the monies that CETA,provides, but are often reluctant to submit proposals

knowing the ensuing hassles with paperwork, and.reputation of some

programs such as SPEDY. One suggested she may have been duped--not

knowing beforehand of the bookkeeping details and changing numbers in

her budget.

My board would have dumped it a long time ago. If I knew then what
I know now, I never would have begun to do it.

Part of the diffiCulty inherent 'in the paperOork management lies in

the two differen,t schedules of CETA and the schools. Schools run

budgets, staff, students, and programs through a school year. Grants

received in Novehber give the schools three dhoices: revising the

currioulum, delaying the start, or inlesting other funds in the start-,up.

In most cases programs have been delayed, save where the program

clearly grew out of a previous program that was already in progress. The

following cage from a non-profit organization illustrates how the DOL

funding schedule pressured an operator to forward fund a program that

was not yet contractually agreed upon:

31.
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She (the project operator) gave several examples of the lack of
understanding that DOL Wkd Apr operating With an in-school system.
She said thart they (the project) flatly refused to start the

1\---,

project in November. She said: "If we're going to start it,
we're going to start it when the school year starts." Youthwork
promised that they would get the money by August 30, so what she
did was spend her money, the mother project's money, and did not
get CETA monies until November 3. She said that this provoked
tr endous amounts of anxiety which did not seem to be understood

1

the CETA people locally or nati nally. She e plained in detail

7 the legal implications that she wa liable had t e CETA people not
kept their word ana not finally gotten the money er. She said,
"Now that you've got me on my soap box, there are tremengous
communication problems. The DOL's planning schemes may work well
for them but they don't work for the schools."

..

Releasing an RFP in May does not allow enough time for completion of

proposal, the grant review, budget and goal revisions, nor for the

approval process, if programs are to be implemented by schools at the

beginning of the fall semester.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Assessing.the impact of the "career information, guidance, and job

seeking skills" projects on the service delivery Of the schools to the
-

target population is possible. One of the four..lcollege programs still

in the beginning stages has carefully laid'the groundwork for close

collaboration and integration with the college's on-going services. The

s
171)-
owness in start-up allowed for possible future impact on the established

services. However, not one youth was employed as of mid-April.

It is not apparent to what extent the exemplary programs at nine

other projects will impact the education systems. These projects share

in common a certain distance from the regular school system staff,



programs, and administration. This independence comes at a cost of-

ownership, especially when questipu-aboux project continuation and

absorption in the educational system arise. One career information

team member from the work experience component at a multi-site 'hon-profit

operator project reflected on this dilemma:

Team member: "It'should be expanded for the whole year and
should, I think, include all target students and it should be
worked in nine week units. That way we could perhaps get an
entire quarter credit for the students, treated as though it
were a course for a quarter. We could provide daily instruction.
In other words, these students would go to a class daily, they
would work for those nine weeks and they would get a quarter
credit at the end. In that class, we could cover everything
with those 100 students that we now cover with our 400 students
over the year. They would not miss anything; every student.
would have the work experience part of the program and I think
it would be GO much more successful."

Observer: "And less messy, too."
Team member: "Much less messy. We (the team) would have our

own students--100 of them every quarter would come in. You would
4give them a job; you would give them a quarter credit and every

day you would'have a program you would work through."
Observer: "Manage the thing."
Team member: "Right. Two people can do it. ...the classes

and the paperwork and the problems and placing and organizing that
sort of stuff. I feel that would be the best/...."

But the opportunities for her input are marginal, given that the project

administrators are located several layers administratively from than,

indeed a separate administration line from their school system. Other

projects where the staff are temporary petsonnel, or teachers participated

in several training sessions probably will not experience a loss if

their project does not continue, and never experienced or intended to

experience a real change in what they do in the schools.

In the case of two multi-clite projects that prolilded funding for

parts of on-going alternative school programs, it is impossible to

determine the program impact on the education system, other. than stating

that new staff members strengthened the ability of the program to
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implement its philosophy. One teacher explained what he does as part

of the career information component is not easily separated from his

other activities as a teacher:

He said that, in essence, he would like them to be able to
identify with him and be able to stay in school. ...stay
around long enough so that he could get some career information
to them. He said he had to be extremely careful, that he isn't
just outright saying, "Hey, we're going to talk about careers,"
he says they just turn bff to very straight approaches. He
said he had to go through the back door to reach them and so in
essence his goal was to keep them in school, to keep them in contact,
to-build a relationship with therdso that he could have some
influence in their decision making relative to jobs and careers.
One of the things that the teacher mentioned as a vehicle to build
a relationship with these kids was a backpacking trip that he had
just been on the past weekend. It was one overnight and two days
hiking. He and two4other instructors went along on the trip.
He said it was a very positive experience.

Reinforcing new structures involves input from the teachers existing in

the present systems. Allowing projects to reinforce the interstices

where such movement is presently occurring gives such efforts a better

chance of success.

New structures that set up separate but equal facilities have been

declared illegal, not to mention the psychological impact such services

have on the target population. Questions should be raised about two

projects that offer warm, friendly envifonments to participants, but

separate them from the mainstream,"their friends, and transport them across

town in cabs and busses. The programs should be seen as stop gap measures

available until (programs like these can be integrated into existing

services available in the community.

Two projects run by one LEA and one consortium stand as examples

of ecological programs, integrated into the existing community where

it is located. Both are rooted in a history of needs for the unemployed,

drop-out/prone youth in their communities, and Youthwork offered the

1:34
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schools a chance to enact their ideas. The key actors are long-term

school administrators, who use the project monies to tap resources in

the community Tor their youth.'

Structural facilitators for project succesrs emerged in the form

14
of mediators. who increase cooperation and personal relationships between

the delivery systems, and who lessen the negative impact of the federal

paperwork. In future RFPs, Youthwork/DOL should specify the nature of

N.!
the linkage between the educational system and CETA rdquired for program

models, thus enhancing increased colilaboration and pOssible impact on

the eduFational systems from the outset.

Recommendations to Youthwork

The utilit and benefits to be derived from career information

programs with non-intensive services should be re-eXamined. The

impact of these services on the educational aystems appes

minimal at best and nod-existent at ttle least.

A mediator re resenti4 the ro ect and serving as a liaison

to.CETA should be identified and duties outlined in future funding

initiatives.

Announcements of new program initlaUves should be GO timed as to

eventuate in the selected projects being able to commence,their

activities with the be innin of either.Ehe fall or winter school

semester.
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'7
Withijuture funding initiatives\,Invvolvins in-school programs,

Youthwork should carefully ascertain the level of involvement by

educational staff, as well as their acceptance.of the goals of

thq project.

Recommendations to the Department of Labor
\_

Prime sponsors should be encom4ged pi assume a role as

facilitator in inter retin DOL re lations and uidolines for

0

the operators,therdby making CETA mare accessible to sites without

research and development staff. It should be noted that two LEAs,

one non- rofit and two consortia who had successful startii1212121

the CETA prime sponsor in this camcitx...

As a means to more effectivel tar et resources and strengthen

the o ortunities for effectin chan e within school s stems the

DOL should consider fundinamniclins intensive career information
dry

as opposed tCO new programs.

(ka
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Methodological Appendix

Introduction

To kearn more about the complex set of relations between education

and present/future employment4pportunities, the Department of Labor set

aside from YETP discretionary funds approximately 15 million dollars for

"Exemplary In-School Demonstration Projects." These,grants were to ex-

plore the dynamics 6f in school projects and their effectiveness. They

also would be awarded to promote cooperation betweem-the education and

employment and training service systems.

To assist the Department of Labor and its regional offices in

undertaking this effort, Youthwork, Inc., an intermediary non-profit

corporation, was established in January; 1978. Youthwork's responsibili-

ties were to include: developing guidelines for the competition to

select the Exemplarr In-School Demonstration Projects, reviewing submitted

proposals, making recommendations for funding, providing guidance and

technical assiitance for those projects selected in the competition,

. developing rd implementing a knOwledge development plan so as to increase

understandin f different approaches and their effectiveness, and for-

warding reports and recommendations to the Department of Labor.

As a result of a five tier evaluation process designed to select

from among the moi-e than 520 sUbmitted proposals, Youthwork made its

recommendations to the...pepartment of Labor.: Forty-eight projects were

chosen. The first contracts were signed and projeCts began operation'in

September, 1978. Forty-seven of the original 48 projects are now
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(July, 1979) operational.

To assess these projects and their efficacy in achieving the twin

goarb of program effectiveness and inter-institutional collaboration,

Ybuthwork undertook a number of knowledge Sevelopment efforts. These

were to include the usy of analystic ethnographic marerial collected

by a trained observer placed at each project, third party evaluators,

MIS systems, and self study reports from the individual projects.

For the first of these efforts, that of developing a cross-site .

comparative framework employing qualitative data collection strategies,

Youthwork, Inc., selected in September 1978 a group bf researchers at
4

the College of Human Ecology, Cornell University. The Cornell project,

,entitled "Youthwork National Policy Study," has undertaken a longitudinal

case study research program. Trained observers at each-oi the project

sites have been gathering data in specified areas designated and developed

by mutual agreement of the Department of Labor, Youthwork, and the

Corn441 University research team. Forging New Relationships: The CETA/

School Nexus is the first of a number of interim reports to be presented

by the Youthwork National Policy Study.

This methodological appendix has been prepared in order to explicate

the research methbdology used in writing s report and others to follow.

The key points to be reviewed are the theoretical and empirical rationale

for qualitative research,.the general research plan, the focus for the

first interim report, and strengths and limitations of the data. The

hope of the Cornell Staff is that this appendix will help expand the

reader's^ understanding of this research effort.
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1
I.

7
eoretical Rationale

-nMa y labels have been attached to the research strategy of direct

observation of human activity and interaction in a naturalistic environ-

ment. One of the earliest uses of this technique was by anthropologists

in their field studies of,pre-literate peoples. Malinowski (1922) labeled

his technique of observation and participation in the various activities

of a Trobriand village as "ethnography." He described his goal in util-

izing this technique as follows:

The field ethnographer has seriously and soberly to cover
the full extent of the phenomena in each aspect of tribal
culture studies, making no difference between what is
commonplace or drab, or ordinary, and what strikes him as
astonishing and out of the way. At the same time, the
whole area of tribal culture, in all its aspects, has,to
be gone over in research. The consistenCy, the law and
order which obtain within each aspect make also for joining
them into one coherent whole.

More recently, Valentine (1968) has called for new ethnographic

research to be conducted among variohs groups of North Ametican urban

poor. He states it will be only In this fashion that the actual motl-

vations and desires of the poor will,becoete known. Only through direct

participation in the life of those being studied will there emerge an

understanding of the structure of the society in whichrthey live.

Valentine contends just as provincial judgments were made by colonial-

ists concerning the peoples they encountered, so also provincial judgments .

are presently being made about the poor by mIddle-class social scientists.

The provincialism must be overcome by sustained contact which leads to

acceptance and undergtandihg of the internal logic of the group being

studied. Vallentine notes (1968: 8-9):

1 4
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It (ethnography) requires that the ethnographer live with
the people whose culture he studies. From the time of
pioneer field workers onward, it has been recognized that
prolonged, intensive, direct exposure to the actual condi-
tions of life is needed.to understand a previously unknown
culpre. This involves direct observation of social be-
hdfior and participation in community life as well as
systematic questioning and discussion with informants.
Only by this immersion in on-going group existence can the
hnthropologist probe thoroughly beneath the'surface,of a
culture and replace superficial impressions with more ac-
curate insights.

Sociologists have utilized nonparticipant observation for such

diverse studies as Industrial strikes (Gouldner, 1954); community organi-

zation (Hatch, 1948; Lynd and Lynd, 1928; Warner et al., 1944); behavior

in public places (Goffman, 1963); psychiatric interviewing (Scheff, 1966);

clientele in stores with pornographic material (Polsky, 1967); controlled

studies involved with attitude formation (Katz, 1957); effects of group

pressure on the modification and distortion of judgments (Asch, 1952);

and-development of racial identification (Clark, 1947; Goodman, 1952).

The settings in which such observations occur vary from the naturalistic

set

I

ing of the union hall or bookstore to the highly structured surround-

ing of the laboratory.

Examples in the sociological literature of studies utilizing parti-

cipant observatioq include Whyte (1943) in his study of "Cornerville;"

Liebow (1967) with black.streetcorner men; Becker (1955) with jazz

musicians; Henslin (1967) with cab drivers; and Humphreys (1970) who

participated as a voyeur for men engaged in homosexual activity in public

restrooms. Within the field of education, bath participant and non-

participant observation have been employed in the study of classroom

activities and interactions. Bellack (1966), Biddle and Adams (1967),

Henry (1963), Rist, (1970, 1973, 1978), Smith and GeOffrey (1968), all

142
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have utilized direct observation of classroom situations to analyze

attitude formation, peer group relations, student teacher training,

and variations in-teacher control techniques: In the employment field,

Wurzburg (1978, 1979) adopted a case study approach to provide an on-

going picture of how prime sponsors were implementing YCCIP and YETP

programs.

II. The General Research Plan

The Youthwork National Policy Study chose the case study approach

because of its flexibility in design and execution and, most important,

because case study data are most useful in capturing the processes and

on-going problems and successes of program development and implementa-

tion. In addition, these types of data easily lend themselves to a

formative feedback design which is essential to the improvement of

employment/educational programs for the low income/unemployed youth.

The case studies have drawn heavily from the methodologies traditionally

associated with anthropology, sociology and social psychology (see above

review).

Throughout the period of the case study, the field researchers, one

at each of the sites, have functioned as non-participant obsepVers. Their

overriding concern is with capturing and elucid7ttTr&ious dimensions

of the site, especially those of natural behavior, natural setting, and

natural treatment. As Tikunoff has written:

Observing and recording natural behavior...demands that the
researcher attend to factors such as the extent to which the
observational methods a), intrude upon or restrict the poten-
tial for natural behavior to occur, and b) record what is
observed in such a way that the complexities and multi-
dimensionalities of the natural behavior are preserved-

143
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The complexities of implementing multi-task programs in schools are

difficult to capture with straight interview data and/or survey question-
.

naires. The field researchers have been trained in the application of

the traditional emic approach to field work. This approach dictates

that the observer should use the same criteria that informants use as

they observe, interpret, and describe their own experiences. Variously

described by other researchers as "folk system analysis," or studies of

the "sdcial construction of reality," the importance of the approach has

been described by Ogbu:

From this perspective the behavior of any group of people
in schools, churches, or political rallies are not governed
by an "objective reality out there," but by the "reality"
they experience and interpret. Most studies document the
middle class interpretations of the universe of these people.
Although the theories that emerge may be self consistent,
they do not represent accurately the "realities" they
attempt to explain.

A) Data Sources

Field researchers used several data sources for their description

and analysis of the in-school exemplary program with which they are af-

filiated. The basic strategy of data collection is that of a triangu-

lation-of data sources.

Non-participant observations. The field observer collects data

through on-site, non-intrusive observations of various components of the

project. Ftpld notes are made of these observations and they form the

basis for later organizatidn and analysis of the key issues. This data

collection strategy is generally undertaken at least one day per week

for the duration of the case study effort. The focus of such observa-

tions are determined by the observer himself/herself, but oriented towards

answering policy questions developed by the Department of Labor, Youthwork,
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and the staff of the Youthwork National Policy Study.

Written documents. Whenever possible, the field researcher has

obtained copies or abstracts of all written records pertinent to the

exethplary program. Thebe inClude evillilalu reports, memoranda, announce-

ments, internal communications, nom-confidential assessments of student'

performance, formal contracts of association; and the like.

Focused intereWs. As the third pivot of the data collection

strategy, focused interviews have,been used to clarify matters either

observed, or read about. These interviews seek to provide an assessment

of the situation from the view of the respondents, be they teachers,

students, private sector sponsors or school administrators. The aim of

these interviews was,not to develop psychological profiles or clinical

explanations for project related events, but to gain an understanding of

how various participants have defined their participation in the program

and how such interpretations are or are not consonant with those of other

actors. Likewise, emic understandings of the program activities can be

gained from such focused interviews.

B) Organization and Analysis of Field Notes

Systematic and analytical observations depend upon the recording

of complete, accurate, and detailed field notes. The documentation of

the observation took place ag soon after witnessing the event as possible.

The field researchers were cautioned as to the inhibiting nature of using

mechanical devices for the recording of events. Unless otherwise agreed

upon with the individual site observer, no mechanical devices were used

during on-site observations for the recording of material. The observers

were instructed in styles of note taking and the manner in which the notes

145
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4

were to be converted into field protocols. These protocolp are the key

data source for the subsequent analysis of the policy issues. Protocols

are produced in conjunction with'the local project. One copy of all

protocols remains with the field observer and one copy is sent to the

National Project Director, Dr. Ray C. Rist. All field notes,are read.

by Cornell staff so that glaring,bmissions, contradictions, and diffi-

cult to understand statements can be clarified by the field observer

while the material is still in recent memory.

Distilling these voluminous protocOls requires a series of coding

and editing steps. This has been undertaken by the Cornell staff and

done according to a framework necessar? to answer the key'policy,questions.

Further, this effort will allow for a standard editorial style to evolve

across all case studies. The detraction of multiple editorial approaches

has often been apparent from case.study material in the past.

C) Validity

The validity of naturalistic case study material depends greatly

upon the manner in which the data are recorded, the sensitivities of the

field researcher and the quality of the editing from the protocols. *Mere

are at least three sources of validity for,naturalistic data and which

are applicable to this present study: ecological (external) validity;

phenomenological (internal) validity; and contextual validity. In

naturalistic research, the data are.consideredto he valid if they

reflect or describe what actually is -- what has Occurred, what condi-

tions exist, what interactions have taken place, etc.

Ecological validity is based on the accurate portrayal of the setting.

If the account of the Gettipg has been repvIduced so as to describe the
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setting in its natural fprm, then ecological validity is established.

Field accounts must preserve the integrity of the natural setting. It

was a ketask of the project director and his staff to monitor continu-

ally the field protocols to examine how authentic is the reproduction

of the setting by the observer, i.e., how strong is the "goodness of

fit" between the data and the setting: Internal validity is achieved

within naturalistic research when the descriptions of the events, situa-

tions, and interactions among actors are such aat they accurately reflect

the perceptions and intentipns of the actors themselves. The goal-is

the presentation of the material in such a way as to understand "from the

Inside" why it is ehat actions occurred as they did. The observer seeks

to understand twit./ those who weresinvolved interpreted what they and others

around themwere doing, Contextual validity comes from the accurate cap-

turing of the "natural business" of the actors in the setting such that

to an outsider reading the protocols, the rhythm and routine of the'setting

become apparent. The descriptions of the setting should "ring true" due

to thep fullness of description and ability to make the setting under-

standable to ouegiders:

$=.

D) On-Site Observer Training

On-site observers have undergone twof three day training sessions

conducted by the project director, Dr. Ray C. Rist. These training ses-

sions covered basic aspectei of observational research as well as particuldr

strategies necessir,J for gathering data relevant to the analysis of the

policy questions. basic curriculum for the training sessions was

developed by the director over the past four years while conducting

comparable training exercises. The first training sessions were held
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in October/November 1978 and the second in March/April 1979.

The first training.sessions were used to acquaint the newly hired

observers with the initial foci of the research effort and to examine the

basic skills observers would need for their field experience. Emphasis

was placed on describing how to triangulate data sources (printed matter,

observations', formal interviews) and the best ways to approach acquiring

data which would help answer the key policy questions. The second

training session involved,further specification of the issues.to be

examined in the remainder of the year. Also, training dealt with parti-

cular problems incurred by observers during their first six months on

.site. A third emphasis of this second training was a review of the

nature and value of in-depth focused interviewing:

E) ieports from On-Site Observers
.

Two forms of data are produced by the on-site observers. The first

is a copy of each and every prbtocol generated by the observer during any (

data collection endeavor, be that effort one of interviewing, non-

participant observing, or the collection of written materials. These

were gathered together by the project director and staff so,as to main-

tain a continuous monitoring system of field produced material. To date

1979) 1426 such protocols have been produced and mailed to the

Cornell office.

The second form of data transmitted from the on-site observers are

analytic narratives written in response to questions sent by the Cornell

staff. The questions involve an analysis of various dimensions related

to the key policy questions guiding.this entire researeh effort.
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III. .Strengths and Limitations of the Data

The major strength of the data which h.ave been collected is &rived

from the longitudinal nature of the research design. The single most

apparent weakness in most research efforts attempting to document and

analyze program implementation is that they lack a sufficient longitudinal

perspective. A number of studies have utilized what could thore aptly be

described as a cross-sectional approach in contrast to studying the pro-

gram in question oveetime.

Another,major strength of the data is .that long term participation

in.the social system allows one to become aware of the subtle nuancep,

Ole brief references that only have mpahing to those within the system,

the gaps between word and deed and the official versus.the unofficial

notions of how the roles and tasks for various participants are defined.

A weakness of quantitative designs is that they assume that behavior can

be abstracted and measured accurately. The abstraction of various scores

and test results can only give indication of output, not of process.

A basiccpistomological assumption underhes the selection oi direct

observation as the primary research strategy employed in this study.

Direct observation can make positive contributions to the study,Of the

context of human and institutional behavior. The problems of bias or

_

preconception may be critical to the interpretation given in the data,.

nevertheless, there will exist an.account of the behavior relatively

independent of the interpretations drawn from that account.

Second, the observations at the sites were selective. Observets
a

were instructed to look for situations which would contribute to an

analysis of the key policy.issues. They were'encouraged to vary both the

14J
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V day Of the week and the times of day when they visited siteli. This meant

that data was not collected 'over a whole spectrum of issues or over the

eniire time span of the program. By varying the times of day and days

4 of the walk of site visits, the hope was to accumulate specified

info on from all types ofcettings. Subsequently, it was not poe-

sibleo determine the situational anteced nt causal faetops which were

unknown and may have directly impinged on the behavior then being observed-

Thus, there was an imperative for continuous visits to the site in order
4

P.

to gain over time a perspective of what constituted the "tyipical" or

"normal" patterns of interaction.

A third limitation was the blanket pi.omise of anonymity to those

observed and interviewed. Particular methods of data collection had to

be evaAuated in light of whqther it would insure protection to those

involved. This consideration resulted in the loss of one important form

of data. Data cou;d not be reported which had been collected if it

would have given strong clues as to the identity of the site or respond-
.

ent involved. In promising all site personnel they would remain unidenti-

fied, they were assured that statements made by them would not be reported

to their superiors.

IV. For New Re ationshi The CETA chool Nexus

Tills report is an interim report on the form and content of CETA/ ....

school relations which eme ) ged during the first nine months of the Youthwork

program,.September 1978 to May 1979. The report addresses the circum-

stances and incentives which either facilitate or hinder thO ability of

CETA prime sponsors and local educational agencies to come together to

1111
develop innovati 4 education and training programs for low income youth.

y
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The intent of cbordination'betWeen prime sponsors and local

educational agencies is to improve the transitionlfrom school to work

for adolesceneyouth by providing opportunities for occupatiorkal

maturation and by removing any impediments that hinder the tra sition

framachool to work. Opportunities-for occupational maturation include

'the Kvelopment of personal coMpetencies required of workers in the adult

labor market as well as basic educatiOn and training to develop job skills

leading to unsubsidized jobs in the public and private sectors. The

111.'gqals of the in-school YEDPA programs relate to the needs of young people

in regard to both long term career development and more immediate job

search and placement activities. of a high school degree,

acquisition of basic academic and coping skills, opportunity for career

exploration,Ancreased knowledge about the labor market and s edific

jobs, training,and educational opportunities as well as an opportunity

'to earn mohey to stay 'in our return tO school are among the outcome's

sought for young people under YEDPA.

The staff of the Youthwork National Policy Study developed an

analysis packet entitled, "Employment Traininvand Education: The

Interrelationships of Delivery Systems;" to answer questiona related

to the relationship between CETA prime sponsors and local educational

agencies. Observers at each of the tooperating sites (40 of the 48)

documented the relationship between the two delivery systems in an attempt

to a9swer the question: To what extent do CETA prime sponsors and local
-

'educational agencieacooperate and under what conditions? Areas of in-'

terest include communication, collaboration, awareness of and e'ffect of

22 percent incentive, and 4pplica1on of seryices.

1 51 '
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A secone analysis packet, ehtitled "Emergent Sustaining Relationships

-

of the Delivery Systems," was the result of a continuing dialogue between

the field observers and the Cornell staff. This..40logue identified

several key issues.which needed greater clarification,and specificity.

The two analysis packets are presented in their entirity in the following

pages. The first analysis packet, covering CETA/school relations, was

distributed to on-sfte observers in the Fall of 1978. The second analysii

packet, a more focused statement Vzsemeral key issues, was distributed

in February 1979. These were the primary data collection instruments

for the report "Forging New Relationships: The CETA/School Nexus."

4
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EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATION: THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS

OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS

This analysia_packet has ben prepared for the National Cross-Site
Assessment of the Exemplary In-:School Demonstration Project, Youthwork,
In-c Any questions concerning its content or use should be directed to
the tNational Director of Cross-Site Assessment, Dr. Ray C. Rist, College
of n Ecology, Cornell University.

a
Octob r 1978
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EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND EDUCATI(: THEsINTERRELATIONSHIPS

OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Introduction

School systems and CETA have both come to serve vital roles in

addressing the critical issue of youth unemployment. At present, both

provide a.conduit for programs addressed to youth. The generic question

to be addressed then, given the partitipation of schools and CETA in the

matter cof youth unemployment, is in what manner do_the schools and CETA

respond to the employment, educational, and training needs of youth.

Assuming that each system has developed its awn modus operandi, it becomes

a wise use of resources and effort to aScertain the various contributions

of each effort so as to, in the future; target resources towards that

system which i better suited to perform a particular function. Thus one

does not Confront a situation of "either/or," but one of deciding'whether

to accentuate one dimension or another of what is in fact a complementary

relationship. In this light, the following areas need tei be researched

and analyzed:

1. Delivery Systems' Unique Contributions and Strengths

A. YEDPA Target Group legislation aims to involve the economically

disadvantaged in work and/or training programs, hoping that this high risk

group will not then at a later time enter the ranks of the unemployed.

o
1) Who is the-target group? Is it the economically disadvantaged?

2) If there has been a shift in the target group, what is the

basis for it?

3) Are females included?
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4) How is the target group recruited and selected?

5) Do the two systems reach different target groups? Why?

B. Local Community

To facilitate the transition from school to work YEDPA hopes to en-

hance, strengthen, ot create links between groups in the community that

come into contact with the target group youth.

1) How is "local community" defined?

2) What are the linkages to the local. community? Who initiates

contact?

3) What is the purpose of working with another community group?

When does one group get in touch with another? Who sustains-the

relation? Does one community group refer others to programs?

° 4) Describe key incidents where program people interactwith

"loCal community" people.

5) Does one system attract or establish ties with a certain

type of community program? (e.g., are schools better able to work

with public officials whereas CETA does better with labor?) Why?

6) Doesi the program make itself visible to the community?

C. Program Characteristics

Each demonstration project promises a unique pro ram feature that

addresses the problem of training and work for youth.

1) What is theAmique contribution of the YEDPA program in

relation to other local education and CETA programs for youth?

2) Do some programs create alternative or innovative employment

systems? In what way are they considered inn,óvative or alternative?

3) Why.ave same youth attracted to cert,,iuin programs, and not

others/
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.4) Describe the relationships between supervisors and youth.

II. Emergent Sustaining Relationships of the Delivery Systems

A. Communication Channels,

There is reason to assume that two organizationsrwho work'with the

same clients and for 'the same end would function better if in communica-

tion with each othei.

1) What are the communication channels?

2) Are lines of permanent communicatiOn developed?

3) What hinders/enhances communica.tion between the two systems?

4) When do the Nwo systems work together? pescribe the purpose

of the interchange. Who are the key players?

5) Where is the program physically located?

B. Collaboration Styles

Systems may develop collaboration styles that are sufficient for

their purposes and unique to their organization.

1) What is the mode of working together? (Cooperation, shared

decision-making, information giving, other?)

Ig cooperation necessary? Does it happen when key decisions

are wide?

3) Did the 22 percent incentive bring the systems tOgether?

What do the systems feel about this federal tactic?'

C. Program Characteristics

One goal of YEDPA hae been to create new work and training programs

not already included in CETA and schools.

1) Are the YEDPA programs in fact new employment opportunities

for youth, or are they.duplications of options already available?
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2) Are youth who belong to one training/education system doing

the same type of activities in another system? Describe.

3) Does the exemplary grant affect YETP 22 percent programs?

4) If multiple delivery systems are in place, how have the two

systems set up the administration of their programs?

--Did they design delivery of services together?

- -What were die compromises? What are the ramifications?

-How have they integrated the delivery of services?

--Are the services coordinated? Does their method of coordina-

tion enhance or detract from the delivery of services?

A--'-' III. Reciprocal Impact that PrograMs Have on Delivery Systems

A. Impact on Schools

When bringing together the employment training and education systems,

it is important to know if this Is a one-shot attempt or a program experi-

ment that will have long range impact, a seed program thar will bear fruit

in both anticipated and unanticipated ways.

1) In what ways, if any, has the school system responded to the

CETA emphasis on programs oriented toward disadvantaged youth by

redefining and reorienting programs for the benefit of these youth?

2) Does the school's cooperation with CETZrend beyond the life

of the YEDPA program, end with the program, or integrate into other

areas orthe school organization?

3) 'Do the schools involve the local community in developing

plans in Zile delivery of 4ervices to youth and in activities which

better use community resources for the benefit of youth?

4) What are the structural barriers/facilitators for ouCcess/

failure of program implementation?1
t
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B. Impact on CETA

The In-School component of YEDPA encourages close collaboration

between schools and CETA so that clearer role definition of responsibi-

lities involved in employment training for youth results.

1) Are there changes in the CETA/school relationships that

extend- beyond the life of the program?

2) Does CETA define a role for itself vis-a-vis employment

training for youth in the schools? Are there clear, mutual expects=

tions about who does what for whom?

METHODS

Choice of data collection methods for information about the issues

concerning the relationships between the two delivery systems assumes

an appropriate fit between the question and the lens for viewing the

situation.

Observations of key incidents in the daily program operation can

reveal insights about the dynamics of the systems' relationships.

Description of moments when members of different groups confer about

program procedures, when a youth and staff member work together, when

staff contact local business are all means of data collection. Detailed

descriptions of the content and quality of these common occurrences will

help generate hypotheses about the program's relationship to the education

and employment training systems.

Interviews with program participants and contacts in both systems

will help the observer check out the focus of his lens, 'and the meaning

that these incidents hold for them. A continuing dialogue between the
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observer and setting participants assures that the observer is on track,

and that-he/she describes incidents important to the participants.

Records, reports, documents, and newspapers should all provide the

observeryith'backgound for the inquiry and assure that he/she will go

beyond historical data in observations and interviews.

1 5.1
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EMERGENT SUSTAINING RELATIONSHIPS

OF THE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

t=c00

This analysis packet has been prepared for the National Cross-Site
Assessment of the Exemplary In-School Demonstration Project, Youthwork,
Inc. 4itly questions concerning its content or upe should be dirkelej
to the National Director of Cross-Site Assessment, Dr. Ray C. Riot,
College of Hunan Ecology, Cornell University.

February, 1979
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EMERGENT SUSTAINING RELATIONSHIPS OF THE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

This analysis packet intends to help you focus your inquiry on the

relationships between CETA and the schools. ,Your original lens for vieW-

ing the relationship has been the Youthwork YETP project. 43y close examina-

tion of project contacts with schools and with CETA, some.observers have

described the communication channels, collaboration styles, and program

characteristics unique or similar to other school or CETA programs.

A. Communication Channels

There is reason to assume that two organizations who work with the

Sortie clients and for the same end would function better if in communica-

tion with each other. The YETP intends to create new programs that help

potential dropouts and the unemployed get high school diplomas Gnd

prepare for work. It is important to know when and if the program inter-
/

face's with CETA arid the schools (e.g., CETA or schooladministration,

staff, programA, planning), or if it is a separate entity.

1. When do the two systems-work together? Describe the purpose of

the interchange. Are these channels new, or were they in operation

before-the current Youthwork YETP? Who are the key players?

2. Where is the Youthwork YETP physically located?

B. Collaboration Stzlr

Systens may develop collaboration styles that are sufficient for

their purposesrand, unique to their organization..-When reporting the

communication channels, it ts important to further note how the systems

collaborate, as well as why they work together in that way.

1. What is the mode of working together? (Cooperation, shared

decision-making, information giving, other?)

'01
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2. Did the 22 percent incentive bring the systems together? What

do the systems feel about this federal tactic? How do the schools

spend the 22 percent?

3. What hinders/enhances communication between the two systems?

't(CETA, school, and/or project staff attitudes toward CETA, the

schools, or federal government may influence how much cooperation

actually occurs or is likely to occur. The federal government

sometimes frustrates staff with ambiguous regulations or timing

constraints. Staff leadership may overcome communication barriers

and find creative solutions to collaboration problems.)

C. Program Characteristics' Response to Target Population Needs

One goal of YETP has been to create new work and training programs

for the target population not already included in CETA or the schools.

Data in several protocols indicate that a service overlap exists in some

locations. Your inquiry should address the nature of such an overlap

or the distinguishing characteristics of your program.

1. Are.the YETP programs in fact new employment opportunities for

youth, or are they duplications of options already available?

2. Are youth who belong to one training/yducation system doing the

same type of activities in,another system? Describe.

3. If multiple delivery systems are in place, how have the two sys-

tems set up the administration of their programs? Are the services

coordinated? What contributes to the ease or problems of coordina-

tion? Does their method of coordination enhance or detract from

the delivery of services?

Q, t..
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